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Abstract
An interference fit is a relatively low-cost and effective method to lock inserts within component slots.
The inserts are primarily held in place by friction. This method induces various stresses within both the
slot and the insert. Due to the broad range of applications for interference fits and their geometry, the
failures that are experienced are varied. Clearly, the failures depend on the in-service loads
experienced, and how this loading is applied, however all are significantly influenced by the residual
stresses which define the initial conditions of the component. This research aims to investigate the
stresses within basic slot/insert scenarios in order to build a foundation of knowledge of this
phenomenon. This knowledge will be developed further with the objective of developing an analytical
tool which can be used to optimize the slot/insert design for a variety of applications. The outcome is to
enable optimization of a slot/insert design to prevent unidentified failure modes without significantly
compromising other performance aspects of the design, thus giving the user the ability to increase
component life and system reliability.
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Lay Summary
There are many different methods of joining used to assemble parts in to a component. The method of
joining often has a significant influence on the lifetime of the component, and the ability of that
component to effectively complete the function that it was designed for. A specialized type of an
interference fit joint is investigated, with the aim of producing a fundamental knowledge of this
specialized type of interference fit. The knowledge developed is used to create an analytical tool that
can provide design insight for users without the need of a specialized knowledge. The tool enables
improvement in the design of the joint, with the goal of producing components with longer lifetimes
that function more efficiently.
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Chapter 1 Methods of Joining

1.1

Overview

Most industrial mechanisms or products are composed of a number of smaller individual parts that are
assembled together by one or multiple methods of “joining” – i.e. a process where individual parts are
attached to one another and capable of transmitting load. The joining method selected is typically
based on a variety of factors, e.g. the function required (transmitting service loads, allowing specific
degrees of freedom, minimizing deflection, minimizing weight, etc.), materials involved, existing
manufacturing capabilities, reliability and cost, to name a few. Where the goal is to assemble parts into
cost-effective and/or lightweight structures where relative movement between assembled parts is to be
minimized, the availability of methods is more limited. The primary methods in this case are described
below.


Mechanical fastening
o



Fusing / Melding
o



Cement, glue, etc.

Mechanical permanent deformation
o



Brazing, soldering, welding, etc.

Adhesive joining
o



Bolts, rivets, screws. etc.

Swaging, crimping, etc.

Interference fit
o

Dowel pins, ring/shaft connection. etc.

The method of joining is an important consideration within the design stage of a project. A method will
be selected based on the individual benefits and the needs of the project – whether the design requires
disassembly, the operating conditions of the design, the materials used and many other factors. Each
method of joining has its own strengths and weaknesses. It is important to consider these when
selecting a mode of assembly. For example when joining components by using mechanical fastening,
holes typically need to be made, then extra material/weight often has to be added, such as a mechanical
fastener, i.e. screws or rivets for example. This can introduce stress concentrations and if the system
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has a function involving cyclic loading, then it will potentially be susceptible to fatigue failure. One must
thus one must minimize stress concentrations wherever possible. Another common example is a heatfused or welded joint which can be also be susceptible to fatigue and corrosion failures within the heat
affected zone (HAZ) due to the altered material properties and residual stresses. Clearly, the mode of
assembly will also factor into the reliability and lifetime of the connection between the components.
This is why the selection of the assembly method is of such importance and requires detailed
consideration and investigation.
Once a method has been selected, the specifications of that method need to be determined, for
example, what type of mechanical fastener to use or what size fasteners are optimal. These questions
are typically well addressed within the respective industry guidelines based on previous research and
industrial experience. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has comprehensive
guidelines and codes covering many of the more common joining methods. Designers can refer to this
documentation and define the optimal parameters for the method of joining to ensure the design is not
overly conservative while still being reliable. These codes and guidelines enable safe and efficient
design.
However, there are some methods of joining, which being either too recent or too specialized, do not
have design codes and guidelines due to the limited amount of research or industrial experience
available. Without this information, designers must invest time to calculate appropriate design
parameters to ensure reliability and/or optimize designs. Typically this means manufacturing and
testing prototype systems or developing analytical and computational models. These require time and
expense, while a lack of needed design data may result in an overly conservative design. Some
approaches may not be economical if design modifications need to be made in the future, as the process
must be repeated for every design change. One of the methods of joining which does not have
comprehensive codes and guidelines or an abundance of research is “locking”. This thesis research will
focus on a particular type of locking which primarily consists of a specifically-designed, typically
irregularly-shaped pair of components connected by an interference fit, where “form fitting” of the two
components in some designs provides a secondary support mechanism thus increasing the failure load
of the joint. This specific method of joining will be referred to as a “slot/insert assembly condition” and
will be explained in greater detail within the following sections.
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1.2

Interference Fit

To understand a slot/insert assembly condition, one must first have a clear understanding of an
interference fit. An interference fit is where two parts are joined together with no additional parts –
one part fits within another, where the inner part has a larger magnitude of dimensions than the
geometry where it is housed, thus holding it in place through friction. This can be seen in Fig. 1.1 below.
Material is elastically or plastically deformed in both parts in order to accommodate the corresponding
part interface dimensions, thus generating a pressure at the interface. This interface pressure creates a
sizeable friction force which resists movement and locks the two parts together. This area of pressure
induces individual stress distributions in both components, which are of both interest and concern in
this mode of joining as to how they can contribute to product failure. A typical example of an
interference fit is an over-sized cylinder pressed into a hollow cylinder. An example application where
this may be seen is the permanent coupling of gears or bearings with shafts.

Region of
induced stress

d
d>D

D
Figure 1.1. Example of a regular interference fit, consisting of cylinder within hollow cylinder shown with
a section cut.

Interference fits in standardized geometry applications have been widely researched and are well
understood. Research exists to predict residual stress levels in an interference fit [1]. How the residual
stress distribution is affected by geometry parameters has also been investigated and determined [2].
With this knowledge readily available, the design stage of a system using a standardized interference fit
becomes much more efficient. Prototyping or even computational modeling is not necessary because
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the available research provides enough information to design a system which safely functions without
over-design expenses.

1.3

Slot / Insert Assembly Condition

The type of locking which is being investigated within this research project involves a range of different
designs from simple cylindrical and rectangular to more complex designs. Of the two parts which make
up an interference fit, the inner part is what will be called the "insert". This will be housed within the
outer part which will be called the "slot". One of the major points which distinguishes this condition
from standardized interference fits is that instead of the outer part being a hollow cylinder, there is no
closed loop in the design, instead it is a slot geometry with one side open. Additionally, the applications
of this joining method typically have a series of slots along one part, which houses multiple inserts
adjacent to one another, as can be seen in Fig. 1.2 below.

Figure 1.2. Example of parts containing a series of circular radius slots (top image) and with some
rectangular inserts locked in place within the rectangular slots by interference fits (lower image).
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This type of interference fit (i.e. locking) is used within several industries (see Fig. 1.3 overleaf) - such as
in gas turbine blades, compressor blades, fluid screening cylinders, etc. The designs differ for each
industry, varying depending on the particular function. The majority of research currently available
involving the slot/insert assembly condition exists within the gas turbine industry. The research
available is very specific to each particular application (i.e. service loads and geometries are significantly
different) so much has little direct use to slot/insert designs for a different application. For example in
turbine design, prioritizing design features that enhance creep resistance to high-speed rotating blade
loads is key, and less importance is placed on other failure modes more typical of other applications.
Creep is a failure mode which occurs when the operating conditions involve high temperatures – a
service condition not typical in many other applications of this design. Research work to aid in the
design and optimization of slot/insert assembly conditions for a range of industries requires a more
fundamental approach that explores all aspects of this method. Currently there is little research to be
found with a broad enough criteria to be of use in the design stage of projects using locking as a reliable
method of joining. This means that in order to use this method, typically a complex predictive model
must be developed or extensive prototyping is required. These methods are both costly and timeconsuming in comparison to the resources available for more common methods of joining.
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Figure 1.3. Section cut of a gas turbine showing three blades attached via irregular interference fits.

1.4

Research Project Objectives

The goal of this research project was to provide a fundamental understanding of the slot/insert assembly
condition to aid the engineer at the design stage of projects using this method of joining. The desired
outcome was to provide sufficient knowledge to optimize a slot/insert design thereby extending the
designed product working capabilities and life in service. In order to do this, the specific objectives of
this research were identified as follows:
1. To develop a fundamental understanding of the slot/insert assembly condition so as to answer
the following questions:


What are the most sensitive parameters to altering the local resulting stress distribution?



How do those parameters influence the potential/critical modes of failure?

2. To develop analytical design tools that can serve the engineer to optimize slot/insert designs.
3. To provide experimental verification of these analytical design and optimization tools.
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This research work was initially focused towards answering the more fundamental questions
regarding the slot/insert assembly condition so as to produce findings which can be used for all
applications of this method of joining, as it is an effectively-used approach and has potential to
be useful within further applications if knowledge were more readily available. To confirm the
findings, both experimental investigation and a case study were included within the research
project.

1.5

Case Studies

For the purposes of properly investigating the slot/insert assembly condition, two case studies were
selected. By using a case study, common designs and approximate dimensions could be modeled and
assessed. The approach, results and conclusions drawn were completed in a way that aims to be of
value to an array of applications for providing insight into, as well as optimizing, this method of joining.
The application selected for the case studies was a fluid screening cylinder. This system was selected
due to the fact that the slot/insert assembly condition is commonly used in the different types of screen
cylinder and it is an area less researched than the gas turbine industry. The slot/insert assembly
condition within the screen cylinder consists of components that use little material allowing prototyping
different designs with good efficiency and reproducibility.

1.6

Research Project Tasks

To develop a fundamental understanding of the slot/insert assembly condition it is decided to first start
by investigating the existing research surrounding interference fits (see Chapter 2). The industry
guidelines for standardized interference fits are explored here, followed by research covering relevant
analytical and computational models for these fits. This information builds a strong knowledge of
interference fits and which parameters are of most significance.
Once the fundamentals of interference fits were covered and understood, more specialised applications
could be investigated. Current industry research involving slot/insert assembly conditions were
explored next to gain knowledge which may be relevant to all applications of this method. This
investigation also provided insight into the most accepted and successful approaches used when
investigating this method. The approaches typically consist of numerical models or computational
models, with minimal experimental approaches. As noted earlier, the majority of the slot/insert
assembly condition research revolves around gas turbine blades and takes on an application-specific
approach (Note: This research is explored and discussed further in Chapter 2).
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With this information the following research tasks were defined in order to achieve the objectives which
have been set for this research project:
1. Develop a methodology to investigate and obtain a fundamental understanding of how the
stress state and the function of a slot/insert assembly condition varies with controllable design
and assembly changes.
2. Investigate variation in stresses with changes to: geometry, tolerances, interference, and
material properties.
3. Assess the effect of these parameters based on variables which affect the performance of the
joint, general failure modes and the resistance of the joint to predominant industry failure
modes.
4. Formulate simple predictive models from the resulting data to create tools which efficiently
summarise the research findings and allow practical application within the design stage of a
project. Enabling the efficient design of a reliable slot/insert assembly condition that has
optimal performance.
5. Apply the methodology developed and formulated to the selected case study to investigate the
validity of the research covered in this research project.
These tasks have been set to accomplish the objectives of this research. Each task is broken down into
sections and addressed in Chapter 3.

1.7

Research Methodology

The methodology to investigate a slot/insert assembly condition was developed using a computational
numerical modelling approach with ABAQUS FEA software, the model is discussed in Chapter 3. Simple
analytical models were used in places to verify results. The computational modelling approach allowed
control over all the parameters so that the effect of each individual parameter could be determined.
Using this model the effect of the geometry parameters, tolerances, interference levels and material
properties were investigated. First by investigating very basic, simple designs in order to develop the
fundamental understanding of the slot/insert assembly condition and then increasing the design
complexity by gradually introducing new features.
An appropriate assessment criteria was developed based on typical modes of failure – both general and
industry-specific, and these failure modes are discussed in Chapter 2. This was done by measuring
dependent variables - such as maximum stress or a defined stress magnification factor, which are
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directly related to the modes of failure considered. The criteria was applied in order to assess positive
and negative attributes and the features which are optimal to the slot/insert assembly condition.
From the investigations in this research some of the results are presented concisely and in a format
which is typically applicable to an array of industries by the use of relative units such as strain or size
ratios – these can be used as simplified predictive models. Where this was not possible, steps were
taken to investigate potential methods to produce a simple predictive model from further
investigations.
To establish confidence in the results and findings of this research some experiments were performed.
This was done using apparatus emulating the computational model and the case study. The
experimental validation set up is discussed within a section of Chapter 3.
The results from these investigations can be found in Chapter 4 and are discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
The conclusions resulting from this research and recommendations for future work are stated in the
respective chapters.

1.8

Summary and Conclusions

When designing a system it is important to have a fundamental knowledge of every aspect. This
research aims to develop a fundamental knowledge of a specialized interference fit - a slot/insert
assembly condition. The investigations are based around a case study which is a pulp screen cylinder.
By considering the influence of each parameter on the mode of failure, the most significant parameters
within the system have been determined. Predictive models for projects using the slot/insert assembly
condition have been created. These are for guidance and optimization during the design stage of the
project.
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Chapter 2 A Review of Interference Fits and the Most Current Research

2.1

Interference Fits

As with most typical methods of joining, the literature covering standardized interference fits is
comprehensive. The slot/insert assembly condition is a form of interference fit, and because of this
some of the literature surrounding interference fits will provide insight in to the behavior of the
condition. This insight has provided a basic understanding of the important parameters to consider in a
slot/insert assembly condition and has also helped guide the investigation.
For a standard interference fit there are different degrees of interference defined by the ISO, these can
be found in their code system for tolerances on linear sizes [3]. The guidelines cover typical interference
fits with a cylindrical, spherical or straight-edged (two parallel surfaces) design. The type of fit is
determined by the amount of interference, as well as the size of the two geometries. The American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) who are a body member of the ISO provide descriptions of each type
of fit [4].
The ISO also provide guidelines on what method of machining should be used to achieve the target fit.
This is important because machine tolerances can be of similar magnitude to the target level of the
interference [3].
The level of interference is one of the most significant parameters for determining the locking force of
the joint. The primary locking mechanism is due to friction which can be calculated using the equation
below.

Ff = µ R

(2.1)

Where Ff is the friction force, µ is the coefficient of friction and R is the reaction force.
The larger the interference, the more material will be displaced. For simple geometries material
displacement force can be calculated using the equation below.

Fd = ε E

(2.2)
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Where Fd is the displacement force, ε is the strain and E is the Young`s modulus. The reaction force
within an interference fit is due to displaced material, so the reaction force and in turn the
friction/locking force is a function of both strain and Young`s modulus, shown by Equation 2.3 below.

R = f (ε, E, Contact length)

(2.3)

The stiffer the material, the larger the reaction force will be. The width of the components and the level
of interference are also influential factors, as these will define the strain level. A greater length of
contact will also increase the reaction force and in turn the friction force locking the parts together.
Material displacement not only relies on the properties of the material, but also on the properties of the
structure. A stiffer structure will increase the stresses within the interference fit. The material
properties can be changed to uniformly alter the stresses within the interference fit, whereas material
structure will increase stresses only at reinforced areas. Structural reinforcement within an interference
fit often introduces stress concentrations due to the non-uniform reinforcement, therefore
reinforcement is not always beneficial for the strength of the joint. This change to the properties of an
interference fit is much more difficult to calculate than that of the Young`s modulus and requires
computational modelling to predict.
With the codes and guidelines available covering standardized interference fits, in addition to the
research which has been conducted, it is relatively simple to understand and predict the effect of each
parameter. This research will be discussed later in this chapter. Before predicting the stresses within an
interference fit it is important to have a knowledge of the initial conditions within the components, as
well as secondary effects which may arise from the assembly process. This is discussed in the next
section.

2.2

Assembling Interference Fits

It is important to understand the processes used to assemble interference fits in order to accurately
model the initial conditions. These processes may affect typical material properties or introduce
residual stresses that need to be included in order to produce accurate predictive models.
There are two widely used methods for creating interference fits in industry: 1) force fitting and 2)
shrink fitting. A force fit is where the inner component is manually forced within the larger, outer
component. A shrink fit is typically achieved by heating the outer component to temporarily expand it
to the point where the inner diameter exceeds the maximum diameter of the other component. This
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allows the components to be assembled due to the clearance that temporarily exists between the two
parts. As the outer component cools it will shrink to the original size, contracting around the inner
component creating a high level of pressure along the interface of the two components and locking
them together.

2.3

Assembly Mode Effects

The effects of the modes of assembly for an ideal assembly scenario will be considered, for example
assuming perfectly cylindrical components. For a force fit assembly there should be no secondary
effects created from this procedure, this means that the material properties and their structures should
both be unchanged and only the expected primary effect of the interference fit itself should be present.
This may not be the case during a shrink fit, as one component is subject to high temperatures while the
other remains at room temperature or less until the two components make contact.
The properties of some materials are more significantly affected by high temperatures than others. The
stresses within an interference fit are dependent on material properties so it is important to consider
this effect if it may be present during the assembly process. AISI 304L stainless steel is one example, this
particular steel experiences a decrease in the yield strength with higher temperatures. This effect in AISI
304L stainless steel has been investigated and the material properties are available for different
temperatures [5]. When assembling a shrink fit, the high temperatures required may lower the applied
stress required for yielding in that component, as it shrinks around the other component. The
interference that creates the corresponding stresses may become equal or exceed this reduced yield
stress value causing plastic deformation. When plastic deformation occurs while the yield stress is
reduced, and before the assembly is completed, potential interference is being lost. If this occurs, the
stresses and locking force will be lower than predicted. Research was previously conducted by Gamer
and Lance investigating the influence of the temperature dependence of the yield stress on the stress
distribution of an elastic-plastic shrink fit [6]. This research determined the stress distribution of a
thermally assembled, elastic-plastic, standardized cylindrical interference fit using a numerical approach.
The researchers focused on the effect that a reduction of yield stress at elevated temperatures has on
the interface pressure. The temperature range considered for the investigation is the range where this
effect is most pronounced. The other material properties are taken to be constants, an approach taken
in similar research [7]. The interference assumed is one sufficiently small for one of the rings to remain
elastic. The results of this numerical approach show that the effect of the dependency the yield
strength has on temperature is insignificant to thermally assembled elastic-plastic shrink fits under these
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conditions. The conditions, and thus results, are considered to hold for a wide range of shrink fits. The
effect has a very small influence on the residual stresses, particularly the interface pressure, such that it
is deemed a sufficient approximation to use isothermal calculations to model the shrink fit.
There are cases where the temperature dependence of material yield strength has a pronounced effect
on the stress distribution in a shrink fit, these cases are specific to operating conditions which involve a
temperature cycle [8, 9]. This could indicate that the cooling effect from the unheated part may prevent
any significant effect from variations in the yield stress.
A solution is available for a one-dimensional problem investigating the effect of yield stress variation
with temperature on a shrink fit [21]. This includes plastic deformation within both of the parts. The
research takes an ideal approach to emphasize any effects shown. The literature states that the
temperature assumed is one higher than the industry limits - so a highly conservative value. This
solution shows that there is potential for a reduction in the stresses (and thus reduction in locking), due
to irreversible deformation that occurs when the yield stress is reduced. Through this change the stress
distribution however remains constant.
There is little clarity as to whether the shrink fitting assembly process will affect the expected locking
strength of an interference fit. The effect of the temperature on the material properties is case
dependent, the literature indicates that it only occurs in extreme cases – these would be when the
cooling process occurs at a slower rate (if conditions are significantly higher than room temperature, for
instance). As this is the case, any variation in material properties due to temperature change will be
neglected.

2.4

Calculating Interference Fit Properties

It is important to understand the conditions within an interference fit in order to use it as part of an
application. The ISO guidelines make for a good basis to begin designing around but they do not provide
details such as predicting stresses or resulting clamping force. It is possible to calculate the stresses
within standardized interference fits using derived equations. Straight edge interference fits are the
most simple, and can be calculated using the material properties and the level of strain being induced by
the interference (see equations 1 and 2 above). Cylindrical and spherical interference fits are more
complex. Shigley’s Mechanical Engineering Design applies thick-wall cylindrical pressure vessel theory to
calculate stresses developed from interference fits, treating the outer part as the pressure vessel and
the inner part as the source of the pressure. This theory gives the values of the stresses at the contact
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interface, which will be the largest stresses from the fit and the ones of most interest. When calculating
pressure vessel stresses in cases where the curvature is considered small, it is acceptable to simplify the
approach by analyzing a section of the cylinder/sphere and applying the plane strain model as the
curvature tends to zero [10].
It is possible to predict the pressure and stress state within the two interference fit parts using a
theoretical approach involving the Lamé solution and Bland developed by U Gamer and R H Lance [11,
12, 6]. The main limitations of these approaches is that they are only valid for cylindrical geometries and
not accurate when the parts become completely plastic. This method was further developed to account
for completely plastic deformation by considering the inner cylinder to consist of a plastic zone on the
inner half of the ring, and an elastic zone on the outer half [20]. This analytical model was compared to
a FEM for validation. The results showed a good agreement. One conclusion drawn from the research is
that once plastic deformation occurs from the interference level, any increase in interference results in a
small increase in contact pressure with a large increase in equivalent stresses. This relationship can be
seen in Fig. 2.1 below, showing how the residual contact pressure changes with a change in interference
for a standardized cylindrical interference fit of two low-carbon steels with identical elastic modulae and
similar yield stresses. The two cylinders have inner radii of approximately 20 and 26 mm and outer radii
of approximately 26 and 40 mm. The graph within the figure shows a steep increase in contact pressure
with a small amount of interference up to approximately 0.1 mm of interference. It is at that point that
the material begins to deform plastically. Once plastic deformation occurs only a small increase in
contact pressure can be seen with a large increase in interference. The impact of interference and
contact pressure is clearly significant, as is the properties of the material, such as the Young’s modulus
and the yield stress.
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Approximate point at which the
interference is large enough to
cause plastic deformation in the
components

Figure 2.1. An image of the finite element model of a standardized cylindrical interference fit used to
validate the analytical model developed by Nor-Eddine and Bouzid (upper image), and a graph of the
residual contact pressure vs. interference for their investigations comparing the FEM to the analytical
model showing strong correlation [20].

A study was completed to investigate the effects of geometric parameters and material properties on a
cylindrical interference fit using a bushing-pin case study. The research evaluates principal and Von
Mises stresses on the performance of interference fitted assemblies. The Lamé solution and the finite
element method were used for comparison. The results from the two methods differ slightly due to the
purely elastic assumption of the Lamé solution, but both methods indicate the same trends for the
parameters under investigation. The research indicates assemblies using materials with a higher
Young’s modulus can withstand higher stresses. The contact length of the bushing was varied to
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investigate the stress distribution and it was found that this has no effect. The stresses remain almost
constant along the contact length. Changes to the outer diameter of the bushing were found to have a
significant influence on the stress distribution at the surface of the joint. An increase in the outer
diameter size was found to result in a decrease in the magnitude of the stress concentrations present
[14].

2.5

Failure Modes of Interference Fits

The function of a joint is to assemble components, the performance of the joint largely revolves around
how well it resists failure. In order to properly assess or optimize the performance of a joint, the modes
of failure must be well understood. In this section the modes of failure experienced within interference
fits are discussed. This section aims to develop a working knowledge of the relevant failure modes so
that it can be applied to a slot/insert assembly condition in order to understand how parameters may
influence a resistance to failure.
2.5.1

Fatigue

Fatigue is the progressive weakening of a component over time. It is caused by repeated, alternating or
cyclic mechanical or thermal stresses. The stresses causing fatigue may be much smaller than the
ultimate tensile stress limit or the yield stress of the component. Typically fatigue damage will initiate
near stress concentrations in the form of a microscopic crack which will propagate over time. The
growth rate depends on the intensity, distribution and frequency of the applied stress cycles. The
fatigue crack continues to grow until it reaches a critical point where fracture occurs.
Depending on the application, fatigue cracks can be acceptable if they propagate at a slow enough pace,
can be monitored in size, and the part can be replaced. Interference fits are not typically intended to be
replaced, particularly the case of slot/insert assembly conditions – so within this application fatigue
should always be mitigated rather than managed. To design against fatigue failure it is important to
minimize both stress concentrations and the magnitude of stress concentrations.
Typical stress concentrations which often occur in standardized cylindrical interference fits are the result
of manufacturing inaccuracies. In an ideal scenario, both parts will be perfectly circular, and when
assembled the stresses around the circumference of the contact area will be uniform (no stress
concentrations present). In practice, however, often one component is not perfectly circular, and
instead slightly elliptical. In that case, the system will see different levels of interference around the
circumference of contact, creating two stress concentrations at the two vertices of the ellipse. As
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mentioned earlier, structural reinforcement can create stress concentrations, thus the initiation of
fatigue failure in interference fits is often found at reinforced areas of the structure. Structural
reinforcement does not always increase resistance to failure. A particularly good example of this was
found in a failure analysis of mountain bike front shocks [15]. The assembling joint is an interference fit
and the cause of failure was concluded to be fatigue due to the reinforcement used in the structure.
Another source of stress concentrations within interference fits is from fretting, which is discussed next.
2.5.2

Fretting

Fretting occurs at contact areas between two materials under load, when minute relative motion is
present. This is typically caused by vibration or cyclic loading. Fretting first causes wear at the contact
surfaces. In a slot/insert assembly condition, fretting will cause wear to material at the slot/insert
interface. There are two types of fretting – fretting wear, and fretting fatigue. Fretting wear occurs
when the rate at which the material is being worn down and removed is higher than the rate at which a
fatigue crack propagates. Fretting wear leads to failure from the loss of worn material – when the insert
is no longer locked in the slot. If fretting is causing wear at a lower rate, the small areas of wear will
create stress concentrations in the joint. These stress concentrations are often where fatigue cracks will
initiate, this is called fatigue fretting and will cause a significant decrease in the fatigue strength of
material [16].
Much research exists investigating fretting prevention and mitigation. The ideal solution is to remove
the relative motion so that no fretting can occur. Some simple forms of mitigation include reducing the
friction coefficient, using softer materials, or reducing the hardness ratio of the two materials. In gas
turbines, fretting within the joint of the blades to the turbine hub is a major problem and because of this
there has been significant research conducted to investigate methods of addressing this issue. These
are explored later in this chapter.
2.5.3

Slot/Insert Assembly Condition Specific Failures: Slip and Pull-out Failure

Slip failure is specific to interference fits (unlike fatigue and fretting). As previously noted, an
interference fit holds two components together by friction, therefore a possible mode of failure would
be the separation of the two components due to overwhelming the friction force holding the
components together. Small scale slip, is when the movement is minute and this micro-movement leads
to fretting. Full scale slip is when the two components will be completely separated due to the friction
force being overwhelmed.
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Pull-out (or push-in) failure is a term used to describe another mode of failure which is specific to
slot/insert assembly conditions. Similar to slip failure, pull-out failure involves the overwhelming of the
forces that lock the insert in place. Where it becomes more specific is the direction of the insert
removal. The motion of the insert during this failure is moving in the direction of the opening of the
slot. The term “pull” is used because in applications the insert is typically in tension, and being pulled
out of the slot. One example of this failure would be if the centrifugal force on a turbine blade were
great enough to overcome the resultant locking force from the slot in the turbine hub. The locking force
is a combination of forces including friction from interference and typically a resistance force from the
slot material, depending on the design. Where space exists in the slot/insert geometry such that slip
failure may occur due to push loading – a push-in failure can also occur.

2.6

Slot/Insert Assembly Condition Application Research

The slot/insert assembly condition has been most widely researched in the aerospace industry. In
aerospace it is used to attach compressor or turbine blades to their respective discs. This joint is critical
to transfer the operational loading between the two components. The current most common design
used in the slot/insert assembly condition is a dove-tail or fir-tree shape, shown in Figure 2.2 below.
Dove-tail joints are more commonly used in compressors, while fir-tree joints are used in gas turbines.

Neck Region

Figure 2.2. Example of a dove-tail joint (left) and a fir-tree joint (right).

The fir-tree design evolved from the dove-tail design and is specifically designed for gas turbines with
their high operating temperatures and unidirectional loading. The major force component a gas turbine
blade joint experiences is the centrifugal load pulling the blade out of the root. Within a dove-tail joint
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this force creates two stress concentrations, one at each side of the neck. The fir-tree root design
simply creates six smaller stress concentrations. The fir-tree design is very effective but because it has
been specifically designed around the application it has little effective application outside of the
aerospace industry. Investigations in to the dove-tail joint and its parameters provides a lot of insight
into the design of a fir-tree joint. This is because the fir-tree design resembles three dove-tail designs in
series. This approach has been used in the past where research investigating the dove-tail design has
been used to optimize the fir-tree design.
The initial research conducted in the aerospace industry into the two designs provided detailed insight
into the effects of changes in the geometry parameters. In some cases the changes in parameter were
to a greater degree of accuracy than the industry standard tolerances. Research was completed that
investigated the effect of parameter variations within the accepted tolerance range to determine
whether or not this had a significant effect on the working stresses. This research aimed to provide
better insight into the service life of these engineering components. Measurements were taken from
industry components and used as inputs for a numerical modeling approach. A nonlinear contact finite
element analysis of the fir-tree joint was carried out in the ABAQUS finite element software. The
research found that a 0.3 % change in the design angle can intensify the maximum von Mises stresses by
28 % demonstrating the importance of properly investigating and understanding the effects of the
tolerance range. This research also demonstrates the effectiveness of the FEA approach for
optimization when investigating minute changes in parameters that may have a significant effect but are
hard to control in practice [17].
Fretting has been a significant mode of failure within the aerospace industry, and one that can reduce
the joint life by as much as 40-60 %, consequently this aspect has also been well researched [14]. Much
research exists that investigates potential methods of mitigating the effect of fretting. These range in
approaches from using harder/softer materials or chemical coatings to more unconventional methods
such as using springs as vibration dampers. The research surrounding these fretting palliatives was
somewhat contradictory. This was previously investigated in order to provide clarity, and found that
particular palliatives are beneficial to different fatigue fretting situations. For example, damping is
sometimes used to limit fretting due to vibration, however in common applications of this joint,
damping often results in an increase in contact stresses leading to fretting wear failure. In a similar
manner, chemical coatings can either inhibit or promote fretting depending on the application [18]. All
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of the research indicates that there is no current method that can completely prevent fretting, however
it is possible to significantly mitigate the occurrence [14].
Many methods have been found to increase joint life significantly, the aspect most relevant to the
design stage of a project is the geometry of the interface. This geometry is an important factor affecting
contact stress and fretting behaviors. With appropriate insight into fretting mitigation, it is possible to
ensure designs do not promote fretting. A dove-tail joint was redesigned considering the initiation
points of fretting within an aerospace blade root, the design adaption is shown overleaf in Figure 2.3.
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Areas of fretting
initiation to
focus on

Figure 2.3. Design 1: Initial design of a dove-tail joint used in the aerospace industry for attaching blades
to turbine discs (upper image) and Design 2: a later version with new features for better fretting
mitigation (lower image).
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Both designs provide significant insight into the features used within the industry to prevent fretting.
Primarily the contact faces are straight-edged. Any vertices are rounded, and also given clearance to
prevent contact. In Design 2 one of the main features that has been added is extra clearance, this is due
to the expansion that occurs under the high operating temperatures of a turbine. The new design
removes any of the arcs which are in contact, this makes the contact surfaces purely flat. Arced contact
surfaces are considered “Hertzian,” these can introduce unequal loading due to the poor tolerances
when manufacturing arcs. By replacing the arcs with chamfers the design can be manufactured with
greater precision [19].
The two designs are both based around research and conditions relating to the aerospace industry,
however the insight from the research and the features applied here to mitigate fretting can be applied
to a slot/insert assembly condition within any application.
Pull-out failure is not something widely researched as it has a small occurrence within the aerospace
industry due to a conservative approach. The primary function of this joint in aerospace is to lock the
blade in place on the disc so that it cannot be removed by the large centrifugal forces. This means that
the design has always applied a conservative approach to pull-out resistance, ensuring a joint with a
strong structure with a comfortable safety factor. From that point the joint design was advanced to
improve resistance to other failures.

2.7

Summary and Conclusions

The most common approach used to investigate the stresses within interference fits is a numerical
approach, with an even mix of numerical calculations and the finite element approach. Despite the
many modern methods of measuring experimental stress values, there are few accounts of insightful
experimental investigations into interference fits or slot/insert assembly conditions. The analytical
models provide a lot of useful insight in to the most significant parameters and the effect they have in
an interference fit. They are also very effective at modelling standardized interference fits. When it
comes to geometries with even slightly more complexity than a standardized interference fit, such as a
slotted geometry the analytical models no longer have any applicability.
Literature investigating interference fits indicates some parameters which have a significant effect on
the stresses within the joint. The Young’s modulus, friction coefficient, interference level and some
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geometry parameters were determined to have an effect. These parameters will also have a significant
effect on the slot/insert assembly condition but there is no literature to indicate the magnitude of their
effect. The literature surrounding standardized interference fits has helped to shape this research with
the insight in to some significant parameters. What is missing is how these parameters will affect the
interference fit properties in a slot/insert assembly condition.
Typically the assembly processes within interference fits and relevant applications have few and small
secondary effects, only inducing the expected locking stresses. To keep the research applicable to an
array of applications, no effect from assembly processes will be considered.
The research investigating slot/insert assembly conditions provides useful insights such as design
features to avoid fretting. There is no research which investigates designs which veer from the standard
dove-tail or fir-tree design, or even the parameters of these designs. The features within these designs
need to be investigated to understand the effects these parameters have on the joint.
There are three common modes of failure within interference fits, fatigue failure, fretting failure and
pull-out/slip failure. Fatigue failure is strongly related to stress concentrations, reducing them will
increase fatigue life. Fretting failure is best prevented by implementing appropriate design features
around vertices and ensuring the contacting interfaces are both flat surfaces. Pull-out failure relates to
structural strength, but there are few indicators into the effectiveness of a joint to resist this failure,
other than testing. Slip failure is related to the ratio of the operating forces and the locking force, where
the locking force is dependent on contact stresses and friction coefficients. The literature discussing the
three failure modes provides enough information to define a method of assessing a designs likelihood to
experience these failures. The available literature has limited information regarding the effect of the
design parameters on the modes of failure.
This literature review summarizes the most relevant information surrounding standardized and
specialized interference fits. This proved to be useful for learning the most effect methods of
investigation such as the finite element method. Most of the existing research on slot/insert assembly
conditions is tailored to established designs and focuses on the mitigation of specific failures. The
literature revolving around fretting failure details design features which can be utilized in this research
to investigate designs which will mitigate fretting. The slot/insert assembly condition literature does not
discuss the relationship between design parameters and either fatigue or pull-out failure. To achieve
the research objectives this is something which must be investigated.
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Chapter 3 Model Development and Initial Investigations

3.1

Overview

The typical applications of the slot/insert assembly condition are all complex systems with a large
number of variables, such as slot geometry, insert geometry, slot/insert material, material thickness,
material manufacturing processes and operating conditions. All of these variables may contribute to the
performance of the joint, from material defects due to the material manufacturing stage, to the method
used to assemble the joint. In order to investigate the system these variables needed to be controlled.
The literature covering interference fits and the slot/insert assembly condition applications has provided
a great deal of insight about which variables could have a significant effect on the assembly condition.
Most of these variables can be quantified in some way. Despite this information, it is very difficult to
determine the true effect of a single variable when there are several other uncontrolled variables
present. Additionally, the literature investigating parameters within interference fits does not provide
insight as to how the effect of a variable will translate to a slot/insert assembly condition. To gain a
fundamental understanding of the slot/insert assembly condition, it is necessary to determine which
variables most significantly affect the performance of the joint and quantify these effects.
In order to investigate the parameters, all known geometry, temperature and material variables must be
controlled. The most effective way to do this is by using a numerical model, a method which is very
common to research in this area. The numerical model selected in this study will use the finite element
approach within the ABAQUS software. By this method, effects from parameters such as temperature
or material composition can be neglected in order to solely investigate the parameters of interest. If
necessary, these neglected effects can be modeled at a later stage.
In addition to the advantage of limiting and controlling the input variables, another advantage of a
numerical modeling approach is the efficient ability to make design modifications and repeat the
analysis. If a full experimental approach to this investigation was to be completed, experimental design
and construction, and testing would take a significantly longer time - even to investigate the smallest
parameter change. The numerical model also provides efficient control over the geometry, temperature
and material variables. The literature indicates that minute changes (as small as a few microns) in the
level of interference have been shown to have a significant effect on stresses. Variations of this
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magnitude are extremely hard to control or measure in practice. The numerical model allows control
over small parameter changes without losing accuracy.

3.2

Numerical Model Development

In order to develop a fundamental understanding of a slot/insert assembly condition, it is necessary to
have a quantified understanding of the primary variables. Within applications of the slot/insert
assembly condition, the geometry design varies with no optimal design to be noted – so it is important
to investigate all forms of the slot/insert assembly condition. Because of this, the slot/insert assembly
condition was first modeled using a very basic design. More complex geometry features were then
introduced individually to monitor the independent effects and build on the fundamental understanding
of the slot/insert assembly condition. Using this method the system gradually increased in complexity
until it well represented designs currently seen in the various industries.
The numerical model was first developed to be capable of investigating the effects of the following
three parameters:
1. Interference level
2. Geometry features
3. Type of material
Control over these three parameters enable the model to simulate the variations of slot/insert assembly
conditions seen in applications in order to build a fundamental knowledge of the slot/insert assembly
condition and which variables are of most significance.
3.1.1

Modelling the Slot / Insert Assembly Condition

The applications of the slot/insert assembly condition such as in a fluid screening application might
typically consist of a long, narrow rectangular metal component containing between 100-400 slots along
the length of the component, on one of the edges. This slotted component typically has a narrow
rectangular geometry, but in some cases may also have a slight arc to the rectangle, or alternatively
complete a full loop forming the shape of a ring. An example of an arced screen sieve is shown below in
Figure 3.1 [22]. The base geometry parameters used for the simulations can be found in Appendix A,
Table A.1.
Each slot within the slotted component contains an insert. In typical applications of the slot/insert
assembly condition, the joint either consists of one slotted component containing inserts of a similar
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thickness to the ring (such as a gas turbine blades and the hub), or several rings in series, joined by
longer inserts (like in Figure 3.1). In the case of Figure 3.1 below, there is a series of slotted components
connected by long inserts.

Figure 3.1. Arced stainless steel structure consisting of four slotted components with 10 wedge-shaped
slots, each housing a wedge-shaped insert, based on an industry design [22].
Applications typically have a number of slot/insert assembly conditions in series, in the approximate
range of 100-1000 depending on the application, with the example above in Figure 3.1 having
approximately 250. Each individual slot/insert assembly condition within one application will differ
within a tolerance range for interference as determined in the assembly stage of a project – uniform
interference within the conditions is ideal but does not happen in practice. Modelling the full assembly
would be impractical due to the computational power required and it would be hard to gain confidence
in the accuracy of such a complex model. Instead, it was important to define reasonable assumptions in
order to simplify the model to an extent where it became computationally efficient and validation was
achievable, while still providing valuable insight in order to develop a fundamental understanding of the
slot/insert assembly condition. To do this, it was important to first reduce the number of parameters
where possible to ensure the most controlled environment.
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When developing a finite element model, it is standard practice to make use of symmetry, as well as
reasonable assumptions to simplify the model. One slotted component containing a series of inserts
was first considered, from this the first assumption considered all of the slot/insert assembly conditions
to be identical – as this would be the case in an ideal scenario. This assumption allowed symmetry
boundary conditions to be applied at both sides of one of the slot/insert assembly conditions. This
represents an infinitely long component that houses an infinite number of slots. This is an acceptable
assumption because the number of slots is considered to be large compared to the typical length of a
slotted component. So this assumption appropriately represents the majority of slot/insert assembly
conditions in an application, with the only potential exception of a few assembly conditions at the ends
of the slotted component. This can be seen in Figure 3.2 below, shown as step 1 for the x-axis modelling
simplifications.
Within the applications of the slot/insert assembly condition, symmetry is typically present in the
geometrical design of the slots and inserts. This factor allowed an additional symmetric boundary
condition to be applied along the line of symmetry, shown in Figure 3.2 as step 2 for the x-axis modelling
simplifications.
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Example
Application

Side View

Isometric View

Top View

X-axis
Modelling
Simplifications
Step 1

Step 2

Assumption: each
slot/insert assembly
condition is identical.

Apply symmetry

Z-axis
Modelling
Simplifications
Step 1

Step 2

Assumption: each
Apply symmetry
slotted component
has identical
conditions.
Figure 3.2. Upper row:
isometric view, side view and top view (left to right) of a section of a planar
structure, consisting of three slotted components with approximately 50 rectangular-shaped slots, each
housing a rectangular-shaped insert. Middle and lower row: steps taken to simplify application for
modelling.
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Simplifications could be applied within the Z-axis, shown in Figure 3.2. Step 1 assumes that the
conditions at each slotted component are identical, again this would be the case in an ideal scenario.
Step 2 simplifies the model by making use of the symmetry which exists.
As discussed earlier in this section, some slotted industrial components are long and rectangular in
shape, some arced and others form a circular ring. It was noted that the curvature of typical ring or
arced components are very small with respect to the geometry of the slot/insert assembly condition.
Some preliminary investigations were completed to monitor the significance of curvature on the
stresses and it was found that even with a curvature much larger than practical in industry, there was
very little change in the stresses. This parameter was considered to be negligible. As a result, the
slotted component was always modelled as a long and rectangular part. This long, rectangular model is
still applicable for representing a section of a ring, or an arced slotted component. This is because, as
discussed in Chapter 2, when curvature is very small, plane stress can be assumed, reducing the 3-D
stress state to 2-D.
3.1.2 Numerical Modelling Conditions
The developed model is primarily a static simulation representing the formation of the interference fit
conditions, with additional stages for assessing different aspects of the slot/insert assembly condition,
which will be discussed in Section 3.3 below. The boundary conditions are also explained in more detail
below, building upon the conditions discussed in section 3.1.1, with a focus on the finite element
approach and the software. This is followed by the conditions used to model the contact and the
meshing applied to properly represent the slot/insert assembly condition.
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3.1.2.1 Boundary Conditions
All of the simplifications applied for modelling, consisting of both assumptions and symmetry, are shown
in Figure 3.3 below, along with the boundary conditions applied. To summarize, symmetrical boundary
conditions were used where possible to simplify the model. Symmetry exists within the insert about the
z and x-axes. In order to satisfy the pre-assembly boundary conditions, the insert must be fixed in the y
direction. To accomplish this, the upper face of the insert was fixed in the y-axis and this condition was
replaced with a symmetric condition once the insert was locked within the slot (i.e. after assembly). It
was noted that this did not have an effect on the stresses within the assembled condition.
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Symmetrical Boundary Conditions
Figure 3.3. Diagrams showing the top view of the model (upper image) and a side view (lower image).
Showing where the symmetry and fixed boundary conditions exist within the ABAQUS model.
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The section of the component containing the slots has symmetry about the x and z-axes. In order to
satisfy the boundary conditions, the y-axis was fixed on the outer face for the section component
containing the slots. Preliminary investigations indicated that the stresses are not affected by pinning
the outer face of the component housing the slots due to the width of the slotted component being
substantially larger than the slot/insert geometry. The stresses originating from the slot/insert assembly
condition stay localized and do not progress beyond 20 % of the width of the slotted component, hence
the stresses have very little interaction with the boundary condition at the outer face of the slotted
component.
3.1.2.2 Modelling Temperature and Material Properties
An influential factor to consider is temperature. The simulation was performed as an isothermal
process, where the material properties were assumed to remain at room temperature during the
simulation.
To model and investigate material properties, common industry metals such as stainless steel, mild steel
and aluminum were simulated within the model. Experimental data for AISI stainless steel 304L was
available and used, while typical material properties taken from the literature were used for brass and
aluminum. The detailed material properties can be found in Appendix A.
3.1.2.2 Modelling the Contact
Interference was applied within the model as a predefined value so that there was control over the
initial level of interference. The slot/insert interference was initiated through a surface-to-surface
contact condition within the software. Within this software condition, an interference sub-category was
selected for the contact, which allows the interference to be gradually introduced rather than being an
instantaneous deformation, thus better representing a gradual assembly of an interference fit. The
material deformation associated with the interference fit was initiated from the defined contact area
between the slot and the insert. During the simulation, the interference was gradually introduced at the
surfaces in relative time increments starting at 0.0001 and gradually increasing per step by values
determined by the ABAQUS software, up to a maximum time increment of 0.0050. The full initial
interference was introduced when the sum of the time increments was equal to the defined time-step
which in this case was 5.0000. The time increments were defined to ensure an appropriate level of
accuracy without being computationally inefficient. Most importantly, the maximum time increment
had to be controlled to ensure the interference was introduced gradually. If the interference is too large
in magnitude, the near-instantaneous deformation would create stresses tending to infinity in the local
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elements. The gradual introduction of the interference ensures the stresses distribute throughout the
two components in an appropriate manner as the stresses would in practice, with a smooth transition of
stress magnitudes throughout the two components, and simulating strain-hardening throughout the
relevant elements in the model as the interference is introduced. While the interference is introduced
incrementally, the rate that the interference is applied still simulates a near-instantaneous event, as it
would be in practice. The time increment size for the models in this research depend on the size of the
mesh and also the level of interference. The relationship between time increment size, mesh size and
interference is shown below.

𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝

= 𝑓(

𝑀𝑒𝑠ℎ 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

)

(3.1)

Both the increment and the mesh size impact the accuracy of the stress propagation within the
simulation, so in order to produce a simulation with smooth transitions between stress values it is best
to use small increments and a small mesh size. Being overly conservative with the increment or mesh
size can, however, be computationally inefficient. The values selected for the increment size and mesh
size were determined from both the literature and ABAQUS documentation, and were supported by
sensitivity analysis which can be found in Appendix B. The specifics of the meshing is discussed in the
next section.
3.1.2.3 Creating the Mesh
The mesh was created using 8-node brick elements. Considering the geometry of the model, as well as
the large regions of low-activity (deeper within the disc width, and the insert length) a brick element is
the most sensible approach. This is a typical approach and follows the recommendations of the
ABAQUS guidelines. The geometry is relatively simple so it does not require tetrahedral elements and
the force is relatively unidirectional. By using brick elements, it is possible to use a very fine mesh for
the most important regions, while the less sensitive regions of the model can have a much courser
mesh. This maintains the accuracy of the model while optimizing the efficiency.
In-depth sensitivity checks were completed that investigated the effect of the mesh on the predicted
stresses. This was done to determine the optimal mesh size as well as ensuring that stresses
(particularly stress concentrations) remained relatively unaffected if the mesh was further refined.
These sensitivity analysis on mesh size can be found within Appendix B.
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The typical mesh size dimension around the slot and within the insert was around 0.2 mm, with regions
along the contact area refined to 0.1 mm. The corners of the slot and insert were refined to 0.05 mm in
places where stress concentrations from the interference contact were experienced. An advantage of
the brick element is that they can have a large length to width ratio, unlike the tetrahedral elements
which must maintain a ratio of lengths near 1. The number of elements within the model was greatly
reduced by employing this technique in areas further away from the slot/insert assembly condition since
the stresses around the contact interface, i.e. the region of most interest, were unaffected by this area
of courser mesh (following Saint Venant’s principle).

3.3 Phase #1 Investigations – Rectangular slot/insert
The initial model consists of a simple, rectangular slot/insert assembly condition in a section of a
component containing a series of slot/insert assembly conditions as shown in the figures previously.
This approach allowed parameters to easily and efficiently be modified in order to investigate them.
The first investigation varied the width and length of the slot/insert conditions within the simple,
rectangular model. The ring thickness was also modified to understand the effect of all of these
parameters. The effect of interference was also investigated here for a broad range of interference
values to ensure there was relevance to an array of applications. The width of the slotted component in
applications is typically more than five times larger than the parameter of the slot/insert assembly
condition. Preliminary investigations into the effect of this width parameter indicated that it has no
significant influence on the stresses of the slot/insert assembly condition until much beyond the typical
range seen in industry. This approach greatly reduced the number of geometry parameters influencing
the stresses within the slot/insert assembly condition for Phase #1 to those listed below. The
geometrical parameters are shown in Figure 3.4 below.






Slot/Insert width
Tooth width
Slot length
Insert length
Slotted component thickness

The non-geometrical parameters which were investigated were:



Level of interference
Material properties
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Figure 3.4. Section of a ring with a “dove-tail” slot/insert assembly condition showing the parameters
being investigated.
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It is simple to modify one of these parameters whilst keeping the other parameters constant to properly
understand the effect of each parameter. It is important to investigate the effect of all of these
parameters to provide a fundamental understanding of the independent effect of each one. The
literature that was investigated indicated that the primary controlling factors of interference fit
properties are the level of interference, the contact area and the structure. The variables listed above
control the contact area and the component structures, and it is possible to modify the level of
interference within the model. The resulting response from this investigation is of some use, but in
order to best understand the response of the slot/insert assembly condition to these parameter
changes, a method of assessment has been developed. The criteria for assessment will be introduced
through the investigations where they are relevant, the first part of the criteria is discussed in
Section 3.2.2 below.
3.2.2

Phase #1 Assessment Criteria

The effect of each parameter on the stresses would provide more insight to the component designer if it
was understood how the changes in stresses affected the performance of the joint. In order to
determine this, an assessment criteria was defined which helped assess each parameter change and
determine what aspects were more beneficial based on typical slot/insert applications. These
assessments are based on preventing predominant modes of failure within a slot/insert assembly
condition which are common in many industries. Therefore, the findings are very relevant to a variety
of applications.
3.2.2.1 Component Function & Expected Failure Modes
In order to assess the slot/insert assembly condition, the function must be considered. The primary
function of the slot/insert assembly condition is to join the two components. To do this effectively the
joint must be capable of withstanding forces greater than the operating conditions, as well as having a
relatively long life cycle.
An efficient joint has a greater resistance to failure than a loose joint. When assessing the assembly
condition, the modes of failure needed to be considered. The predominant modes of failure applicable
to the simple rectangular design are fatigue and fretting, or slip failure. Fatigue is a phenomenon
related to stress concentrations and loading. Fretting can be associated with the effectiveness of the
locking mechanism. For the case of this simple rectangular geometry, slip failure also relates to the
effectiveness of the locking mechanism, so will be not be assessed here as the conclusions drawn will be
identical to those of fretting. The fundamentals of all of the modes of failure are relatively well
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understood, with this knowledge it is possible to assess how each design parameter affects the
resistance of the joint to each mode of failure.
3.2.2.2 Fatigue - Assessment Criteria: 1) Maximum Stress and 2) Slot/Insert Stress Magnification Factor
The finite element approach is excellent for stress and displacement related problems, but for modelling
failure modes not all of the modes of failure are suited to the finite element approach. The finite
element approach uses strict material properties such as the elastic modulus or the yield strength to
calculate stress and displacement values. Fatigue is a particularly difficult failure mode to model using
numerical methods because there are no strict material property values at which this failure initiates.
Instead it is best to monitor the factors associated with fatigue to understand the relative resistance to
the initiation of fatigue failure that each design parameter provides.
The maximum Von Mises stress value can easily be derived from the model. This value is a good
indicator of how prone to fatigue failure a slot/insert assembly condition is compared to other
slot/insert assembly condition designs investigated.
A stress magnification factor was also developed to monitor the susceptibility of each design to fatigue
failure. The factor was derived in a similar manner to stress concentration factors in components. The
source of the force, in this case the contact force was averaged and the maximum stress was divided by
this value to define the stress magnification factor. The equation is shown below.

𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒⁄
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

(3.2)

3.2.2.3 Fretting - Assessment Criteria: 3) Locking Force
Similar to fatigue failure, fretting is also difficult to model using numerical methods due to the irregular
behavior of the material degradation. The resistance to fretting has instead been quantified by
measuring the force required to cause initial slip at the contact interface in addition to measuring the
contact, or locking force.
The locking force of the system is a value derived from the contact conditions within ABAQUS. This
value represents the sum force between the insert and slot components existing at the area of contact.
These three criteria can then be compared for different slot/insert assembly condition designs and
design features to understand and quantify the strengths and weaknesses of each parameter. The
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criteria, in combination with the method of investigation, makes it possible to produce data which can
provide a fundamental understanding of the slot/insert assembly condition. This data needs to be
presented in a manner such that it can be easily understood and applicable, ideally without the need of
a strong background knowledge of interference fits. In order to achieve this understanding, the data
needs to be summarized by simple predictive models which can aid in the design stage of a project – the
development and application of these are discussed in Chapter 5.
3.2.3

Phase #1 Results and Discussion

The non-geometrical parameters – interference level and material properties, will be investigated first in
order to understand the effect of them. Following those investigations, the geometrical parameters for
rectangular slot/insert will be investigated. The results will be discussed with respect to the assessment
criteria created, in some cases the criteria will be grouped when there is relevance.
3.2.3.1 Varying the Level of Interference
The interference level was varied for the basic geometry, and both the locking force (the total force
between the slot/insert contact interface) and the maximum Von Mises stress were monitored, for a
slot/insert assembly condition with both parts consisting of AISI 304L stainless steel.
Figure 3.5 shows the relationship between the locking force and the interference for a simple,
rectangular-shaped slot/insert assembly condition. Through the initial introduction of interference – up
to 5 μm, a large increase in the locking force can be seen with a small increase in interference. This
begins to plateau at approximately 5 μm, with a much greater level of interference required to produce
only a small increase in the locking forces. This trend in Figure 3.5 resembles the stress-strain curve
used for AISI 304L stainless steel. The variation in locking force as the interference changes followed the
trend seen in Figure 2.1 from Chapter 2, repeated below for convenience. The similarity between Figure
3.5 and Figure 2.1 demonstrates what was indicated by the literature in Chapter 2 – when the initial
interference becomes large enough to induce plastic deformation in the components, then beyond this
point, increase in the initial level of interference has a much smaller effect on the locking force. The
relationship between interference level and locking force in this investigation appears to be dependent
on the material properties of the two components. The material properties are investigated in the next
sub-section.
The effect of interference on the maximum Von Mises stress is also shown in Figure 3.5. The maximum
stress curve can be seen to follow a similar trend to the locking force. As the maximum value is tracked,
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it can be seen that plastic deformation first occurs at approximately 4 μm. The similarity between the
maximum stress and locking force curves in Figure 3.5, in terms of the general trend, as well as the two
plateaus due to plastic deformation occurring at similar levels of interference, indicates that the stress
distribution within the slot/insert assembly condition is relatively evenly distributed. This is because the
plateau of the locking force indicates that the majority of the contact area has plastically deformed. In
the case of uneven contact geometry, the locking force would not plateau until much later than the
maximum Von Mises stress value. The slot/insert stress magnification factor will provide deeper insight
here with a direct comparison between values of the maximum Von Mises stress and the locking force.
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Figure 3.5. Graph showing how the maximum Von Mises stress and the locking force changes with
interference, for a broad range of interference values within a basic, rectangular-shaped slot/insert
assembly condition.
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Figure 2.1. A graph of the residual contact pressure vs. interference for their investigations comparing
the FEM to the analytical model showing strong correlation [20].

The stress magnification factor provides a relative comparison between the locking force and the
maximum Von Mises stress values. Figure 3.6 shows that whilst the interference level is at a value
where the locking force still resides primarily in the elastic zone (approximately less than 5 µm, the
slot/insert stress magnification factor is more significant, in the range of 1.2 – 1.6. Once the
interference is large enough to cause plastic deformation along the contact interface (approximately
greater than 5 μm of interference) then the stress magnification factor drops below 0.9 and remains
fairly constant for higher values of interference. This is because at low interference levels (within the
elastic range), the stresses in the components are much more sensitive to being displaced, and so stress
concentrations are significantly greater than the typical contact stresses (up to 1.6 times greater). When
the interference exceeds 5 µm (in this case), the majority of the contact interface has plastically
deformed, at which point the stress levels are much less sensitive to displacement (seen by a shallower
curve in Figure 3.5). This means that the difference between the average contact stresses and the stress
concentrations is much smaller. In terms of the stresses within the slot/insert assembly condition, the
stress magnification factor decreases with plasticity because the general spread of stresses has a much
smaller range that is also close to the maximum stress value.
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The peak slot/insert stress magnification value can be seen from Figure 3.6 below to occur at 2 μm, this
indicates that the greatest stress magnification value occurs at an interference level that would induce
strain equal to approximately half of the elastic limit. In this case the elastic limit of the material
appears to be reached across the majority of the contact interface at approximately 2.5 μm which is
where the peak is seen.
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Figure 3.6. Graph showing how the slot/insert stress magnification factor changes with interference, for
a broad range of interference values within a basic, rectangular-shaped slot/insert assembly condition.

Investigation Assessment Summary:
Criterion 1) Maximum Von Mises stress value
Maximum Von Mises stress values rapidly increase with interference during the elastic stage of the
components, while becoming less sensitive to interference after plastic deformation occurs. The
maximum stress value is quite significantly affected by interference and it is important to approximate
this for designs, as it may indicate the susceptibility of a design to fatigue failure.
Criterion 2) Slot/insert stress magnification factor
Slot/insert assembly conditions with a level of interference that induces purely elastic strains in the
components are more susceptible to fatigue failure, with the most susceptible interference level
occurring when the interference induces a strain equal to approximately half of the material yield
strength.
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Criterion 3) Locking Force
Criterion 3 indicates that greater interference is more beneficial to the design and will increase the
resistance of the slot/insert assembly condition to fretting failure. After the interference level is large
enough to cause plastic deformation, the extent of this effect significantly lessens.
3.2.3.2 Varying the Material Properties
Material properties representing commonly used metals - stainless steel AISI 304L, brass and aluminium
were used to model the components. Experimental data was used for the steel, whilst common, generic
values were used for the aluminium and brass. These values are shown in Table 3.1 below. The
different material properties were applied to the two components in different combinations that
included the identical material properties and components of two different material properties.
Table 3.1. Showing the materials and respective properties used for the investigation into the effect of
material property on a slot/insert assembly condition.

Material

Stainless Steel AISI
Brass
304L
Aluminium

Modulus of
Elasticity [GPa]

Tensile
Yield
Strength
[MPa]

200
105
70

247
190
125

The stresses exhibited within the material from the interference fit directly relate to the material
properties - that is, the stress-strain properties of the material. At typical interference levels, when
plastic deformation is present, the yield strength is a defining factor. Figure 3.7 shows how the different
combinations of materials produce different locking forces. The materials with higher yield strengths
appear to experience a higher locking force, with the steel-steel combination experiencing the greatest
locking force (while having the largest yield strength). Figure 3.8 emphasized the relationship between
the material yield strength and the locking force. This was done by dividing the locking force by the
average yield strength value for the slot/insert material used. Figure 3.8 shows that all of the different
materials and combinations produce nearly identical values. The two smallest values in Figure 3.8 are
when the slotted component is brass and aluminum paired with steel inserts. As no decrease is seen
when brass and aluminum inserts are paired with a steel slotted component, this indicates a structural
effect, with the material of the slotted component being of slightly greater importance. The steel-steel
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slot/insert combination easily produces the greatest locking force, with the other combinations resulting
in locking forces approximately proportional to the ratio of the yield strength.
For the smaller levels of interference (less than 5 µm), where the two components remain completely
elastic, the defining factor would be the elastic modulus, with the material properties used in this
investigation the outcome of the results was very similar to Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7. Bar chart showing how the locking force is affected by different material properties and
combinations of material properties.
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Figure 3.8. Bar chart showing locking force divided by average yield strength for each simulation, figure
shows strong precision with six out of seven simulations having values between 7.9 – 8.7.
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Investigation Assessment Summary:
Criterion 1) Maximum Von Mises stress value
With regards to assessment criteria 1 and 2, the material selection has a strong influence on the
maximum stress value for slot/insert combinations of the same material. There was very little change in
the maximum Von Mises stress value for any of the combinations of materials, so through the
simulations any assembly condition consisting of a material paired with steel experienced a maximum
stress value of approximately 250 MPa which is the same as a steel-steel assembly condition
experienced.
Criterion 2) Slot/insert stress magnification factor
The stress magnification factor remained relatively constant for slot/insert combinations of the same
material. Different combinations of materials resulted in a higher stress magnification factor, as the
stress concentration values decreased only slightly whilst the clamping force decreased much more
significantly.
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Criterion 3) Locking Force
Assessment criterion 3, indicates that the performance of the slot/insert assembly condition benefits
from materials with a high elastic modulus and yield strength for both the slotted component and the
insert, primarily a higher yield strength if the interference is enough to cause plastic deformation.
The material property investigations produce quite intuitive results. There does not appear to be a
benefit to using softer materials, or pairing a hard material with a soft material due to the significant
decrease in the locking forces and lack of change in maximum stress values. The combination of a soft
and hard material may also lead to earlier fatigue or fretting failures.

3.2.3.3 Varying the Insert and Tooth Width
In order to best understand the effect of the insert and the tooth width, these parameters were paired
for investigation. This was done in order to take into account any effect of the spacing between each
assembly conditions. This is important because the preliminary investigations indicated a potentially
significant effect from adjacent slot/insert assembly conditions. The literature discussed in Chapter 2
indicates that the width parameter of the two components in a standardized cylindrical interference fit
significantly affects stresses; the insert and tooth width are the parameters in a slot/insert assembly
condition that are characteristically equivalent to the two cylinder thickness parameters. The stresses
within the assembly condition are influenced by these width parameters because they affect how much
strain is induced by the interference. Larger width parameters means that for a set level of interference
less strain will be induced in the two components. The effect of the insert and tooth width on the
locking force should be somewhat similar to the effect of interference levels on the locking force, as
both scenarios affect the level of strain induced from the interference.
For the first investigation, the tooth and insert widths were varied between 1 mm – 4 mm, keeping both
tooth and insert width values equal. This varied the level of strain in the assembly condition
proportionally. This was done for interference values of 20 μm and 1 μm to investigate the two width
parameters for a purely elastic relationship as well as the elastic-plastic relationship. This investigation
indirectly alters the spacing of the assembly conditions, so an additional investigation was conducted to
further investigate the effect of the tooth and insert width without varying this spacing. The two width
parameters were further investigated, this time by maintaining a value of 4 mm for the assembly
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condition spacing. The tooth and insert parameters were varied from 1 mm – 2 mm, so for an insert
width of 1 mm a tooth width of 3 mm was used and vice versa.
Table 3.2. Summary of the two insert and tooth width investigations, listing the different configurations
of width parameters investigated for both investigations.
Investigation 1
Configurations
Insert Width Tooth Width
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4

Investigation 2
Configurations
Insert Width Tooth Width
3
1
2.75
1.25
2.5
1.5
2.25
1.75
2
2

The initial tooth and insert width investigations indicate the two parameters have a significant effect on
the locking force. Figure 3.9 shows two, similar shaped curves but with a much steeper curve for the
lower level of interference. This indicates that - as hypothesized, the effect of the two width parameters
on the locking force is approximately proportional to the relationship between the two width
parameters and the level of strain within the two components. This is supported by the greater
magnitude of change seen in the purely elastic simulation. The two curves are not linear, this is most
likely due to the secondary effect of assembly condition spacing, as noted earlier. As the two width
parameters are increased, the spacing is increased and this results in a drop in locking force due to both
lower strain in the components and also less stress from adjacent assembly conditions.
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Effect of Insert and Tooth Width on Locking Force
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Figure 3.9. Figure showing the effect of the insert and tooth width on the locking force for a simple,
rectangular slot/insert geometry with purely elastic and elastic-plastic responses at 1 µm and 20 μm of
interference respectively.

Figure 3.10 below further supports the effect of strain on the locking forces, showing that when the
insert and tooth width is varied while the assembly condition spacing (and associated strain) remains
constant, the locking force also remains relatively constant. This is because when there is an increase in
the strain of the insert, there is a decrease in strain within the tooth. There is a 3 % variation in the
locking force through the range of parameters investigated which indicates little benefit to having the
insert or tooth as the larger component with respect to this investigation.
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Effect of Insert and Tooth Width on Locking Force
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Figure 3.10. Figure showing the effect of the tooth width on the locking force for constant slot/insert
assembly condition spacing, achieved by simultaneously varying the insert width.

Investigation Assessment Summary:
Criterion 1) Maximum Von Mises stress value & criterion 2) Slot/insert stress magnification factor
Assessment criteria 1 and 2, indicate that the two width parameters have a neutral effect here. There is
little change to the maximum Von Mises stress value other than, as would be expected, when there is an
increase in the locking force, which results in a greater maximum Von Mises stress, so these two factors
remain proportional with the locking force.
Criterion 3) Locking Force
With regards to assessment criterion 3, the tooth or insert width is a parameter which can alter the
locking force without modifying the level of interference, this would be done by reducing either, or both
of these two width parameters. This could be particularly valuable if a greater locking force is required,
but the interference level cannot be further increased.
3.2.3.4 Varying the Slot Length
The slot length was varied from 2 mm, creating a square geometry, up to 6 mm, which is a slot to width
radio that is considered longer than typical in applications. This is the first parameter related to the
contact area that was investigated. Through this investigation, the insert length remained larger than
the slot length, so an increase in slot length always resulted in an increase in contact area. The
interference level for this investigation was 5 µm and was kept constant.
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The slot length has a significant effect on the locking force. An increase in the slot length appears to be
linearly proportional to the locking force, as can be seen in Figure 3.11. This is expected, as in this case a
greater slot length results in a greater area of contact and thus more material being displaced. This
indicates that contact area is a significant factor on the locking force. Little effect due to the change in
structure can be seen here, with a slot length of 6 mm producing approximately three times the locking
force of a 2 mm slot.

Effect of Slot Length on the Locking Force
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Figure 3.11. Figure showing how the locking force varies with a change in the slot length.

Investigation Assessment Summary:
Criterion 1) Maximum Von Mises stress value & criterion 2) Slot/insert stress magnification factor
The increase in slot length has no effect on the maximum Von Mises stress value. The stress distribution
along the length of the slot remains the same, it simply becomes elongated with the slot length.
Criterion 3) Locking Force
The slot length parameter has the most significant effect on assessment criteria 3) locking force.
Assuming that a longer slot length increases the contact area, then a greater slot length will increase the
performance of the slot/insert assembly condition by increasing locking force and in turn the resistance
of the joint to fretting and slip failure.
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3.2.3.5 Varying the Thickness of the Slotted Component
The thickness of the slotted component was varied from 1 mm to 6 mm. The thickness of the slotted
component acts much like the length parameter of a standardized cylindrical interference fit. Similar to
the slot length, this parameter increases the contact area, and therefore the amount of material being
displaced, without significantly affecting the structure of the slot/insert assembly condition. This is why
an increase in the thickness of the slotted component is approximately linearly proportional to an
increase in the locking force, as shown by Figure 3.12

Effect of the Thickness of the Slotted Component
on Locking Force
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Figure 3.12. Figure showing how the locking force varies with a change in the thickness of the slotted
component.

Investigation Assessment Summary:
Criterion 1) Maximum Von Mises stress value & criterion 2) Slot/insert stress magnification factor
The thickness of the slotted component is a very similar parameter to the slot length, with variation in
the thickness having no effect on the maximum stress value. Similarly the slot/insert stress
magnification factor remains the same.
Criterion 3) Locking Force
The effect of the thickness on the locking force is significant, with an increase in thickness resulting in a
proportional increase in the locking force. As the locking force varies proportionally with this length
parameter, the stress magnification factor remains constant.
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3.4 Phase #2 Investigations – Filleted slot/insert
Following the investigation approach defined, phase #2 of the investigation increased the complexity of
the basic design with the introduction of a fillet to the slot and insert. The stages of this investigation
can be seen in Figure 3.13 below, where the fillet feature is first introduced to the interior corners of the
insert and increased incrementally until the insert has a semi-circular geometry. The fillet feature was
then introduced to the interior corners of the slot, and increased incrementally with the same approach.
No additional assessment criteria need to be introduced for the filleted slot/insert assembly condition,
the three current criteria are able to properly assess the effect of this geometry feature.

Stage 1 – Vary insert geometry, from no fillet, through to a semi-circular insert.

Stage 2 – Vary
slot geometry,
from no fillet,
through to a
semi-circular slot.

Figure 3.13. Examples of five slot insert assembly conditions, showing slot/insert fillet radii 0, 0.5 and
1.0 mm.
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3.3.1

Phase #2 Results and Discussion

3.3.1.1 Varying the Insert Fillet Size
For this investigation a fillet was introduced, first to the interior corner of the insert and then
additionally to the corresponding corner of the slot. The extent of the fillet was varied from a very small
fillet - one twentieth of the insert width, to a fillet the size of half the slot length (creating a semi-circular
slot and insert geometry).

Locking Force [N]

Effect of the Size of the Insert Fillet on the Locking
Force
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Figure 3.14. Figure showing how the locking force varies with a change in the fillet size for various levels
of interference.
Figure 3.14 shows that an increase in the size of the fillet feature appears to cause a reduction in the
locking force. Considering the contact surface area effects that have been seen from changes to
component thickness and slot length, the effect from the fillet may be related to this. When considering
that a 1 mm fillet reduces the contact area by approximately 25 %, and the locking force also decreases
by approximately 25 %, it seems that the main effect of the fillet on the locking force is to reduce it due
the decrease in the contact area.
The fillet feature however, is of most interest for reducing stress concentrations, rather than to affect
the locking forces. In these cases the maximum Von Mises stress remained relatively constant through
this investigation, indicating no benefit from this feature alone. Figure 3.17 below shows typical stress
distributions and how the fillet feature within the insert affects the maximum stress value. The points of
maximum stress typically occur close to the contact interface, and slightly offset from the edge of
contact. As the stress concentrations do not occur at the edge of the contact, the fillet feature shifts the
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stress distribution slightly, but does not affect the maximum value. As the interference is a magnitude
of microns, while the fillet feature is greater than ten times larger, the feature has very little influence
on the stress distribution.

Points of
maximum
stress

Figure 3.15. Figure showing two typical stress distributions within the slot/insert assembly condition, and
how a fillet geometry feature on the insert affects this stress distribution. Regions of maximum stress
are indicated by red circles and arrows.

3.3.1.2 Varying the Slot Fillet Size
For this investigation, the insert fillet was kept at 1 mm whilst a fillet feature was added to the interior
corner of the slot, opposite the insert fillet. As no stress concentrations were present in this corner, and
it had no effect on the contact area, no change was seen in either the locking force or the maximum Von
Mises stress.
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3.2.3.4 Phase #2 Investigation Assessment Summary:
Criterion 1) Maximum Von Mises stress value & criterion 2) Slot/insert stress magnification factor
No change to the maximum stresses can be seen from the introduction of a fillet feature. Maximum
Von Mises stress values remain constant through the various fillet feature investigations, and the
location of these maximum stress values remain relatively fixed. As the maximum Von Mises stress
values remain constant, and the locking force varies in proportion to the change in contact area (due to
the fillet feature), the stress magnification factor remains constant also.
Criterion 3) Locking force
The fillet feature decreases the contact area, it is due to this reduction in contact area that the locking
force is reduced. A larger fillet will reduce the locking force more, the reduction is proportional to the
reduction in contact area.
The contact area has been found to be a significant parameter in a slot/insert assembly condition. Up to
now, the model has assumed ideal contact between the slot and insert. In practice, this is most often
not the case, whether it be due to manufacturing defects in the material or just due to the tolerance
used. The investigation of this factor is discussed in sub-section 3.2.6 below.

3.5

Phase #3 Investigations – Clearance Investigation

To investigation clearance, the model with the most basic, rectangular geometry was selected and a
small region of clearance was added to the center of the slot length (see Figure 3.15 where this
clearance is shown). The clearance was 1 μm deep, to ensure that it did not have an effect on the
structure of the insert component. The length of this clearance was varied as a percentage of the slot
length, from 5-80 %. Through these simulations the locking force was monitored in order to track how
the clearance affected this factor.
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Regions of clearance added through
the slot/insert assembly condition

Figure 3.16. Figure showing a slot/insert assembly condition, the two regions in red show the variable
length of clearance, going all the way through the thickness of the contact area. The clearance was
varied to investigate the effect it had on the joint.

A 1 μm wide clearance was added along the intended area of contact in the slot/insert assembly
condition. The contact ran through the thickness of the slotted component and was varied in length
from no existing clearance, to 3 mm of clearance in order to better understand the effect of contact
area on the locking force.
3.4.1 Phase #3 Results and Discussion
Figure 3.16 shows that the introduction of clearance at the contact interface reduces the locking force.
This is to be expected as less material is being displaced due to the reduction in the surface area of the
actual contact interface. This supports the indication that there is a strong relationship between surface
area of contact and locking force.
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Effect of Clearance at the Contact Interface on the
Locking Force
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Figure 3.17. Figure showing how the locking force varies with an introduction of a shallow (1 μm deep)
area of clearance along the contact face of the slot for various lengths of the clearance.

The results can be better visualized in Figure 3.17 by considering the percentage of actual contact and
plotting that against the percentage of ideal locking force that is experienced. This relationship appears
to be almost linear. The non-linear region being from approximately 85 % of contact to 100 %, as the
curve is less steep – this is a positive attribute. At this region a loss in contact area will have little effect
on the locking force, with approximately a 20 % loss of contact area only resulting in a 10 % loss in
locking force. At 80 % contact the behavior starts to act linearly proportional. This is an important thing
to consider when defining tolerances, it allows a designer to calculate the acceptable percentage of ideal
contact to achieve the locking forces required in an application.
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Locking Force as a Percentage of
Intended Locking Force

Effect of Clearance at the Contact Interface on the
Locking Force
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Figure 3.18. Figure showing how the locking force varies with an introduction of a shallow (1 μm deep)
area of clearance along the contact face of the slot for various lengths of the clearance. The results are
presented as percentages of the locking force when no clearance is present.

Investigation Assessment Summary:
The results of this investigation support the findings of the slot length and ring thickness investigation,
supporting the relationship between the contact area and locking force.
Criterion 1) Maximum Von Mises stress value & criterion 2) Slot/insert stress magnification factor
A variation in the contact area, or an area of clearance at the slot/insert contact interface, has no effect
on the maximum stress or the slot/insert stress magnification factor. This means that clearance at the
contact interface does not influence fatigue failure.
Criterion 3) Locking force
The locking force is significantly affected by clearance at the slot/insert assembly condition. A chance in
contact area as a result of clearance is directly proportional to the change in locking force that will be
experienced. This is an important factor to consider, and indicates that if in a practical case the contact
has some unintended clearance then it may lead to fretting failure.
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3.6

Summary and Conclusions

A method has been devised to thoroughly investigate the slot/insert assembly condition by developing a
model within the ABAQUS software using the finite element method. This approach allows the efficient
and controlled modification of all of the known parameters within the slot/insert assembly condition.
From this, an array of data can be produced detailing how the stresses within the slot/insert assembly
condition are affected with changes to the design parameters of the assembly condition. An assessment
criteria has been defined, this enables the assessment of the response of the slot/insert assembly
condition, for the different parameter changes. The assessment criteria has been defined by
considering the predominant failure modes of slot/insert assembly conditions in different applications.
This makes it possible to determine how each parameter affects the performance of the slot/insert
assembly condition.
The investigations conducted produced results which either supported the findings from literature
discussed in Chapter 2, or presented new findings which were previously unknown. The results that
agree with the findings in Chapter 2 are from investigations into slot/insert assembly condition
parameters to which similar parameters exist in a standardized interference fit, confirming that these
parameters respond in the same manner as the corresponding parameters in a standardized
interference fit. These parameters are the interference level, material property, tooth/slot width and
the slotted component thickness. The investigations that presented new findings, typically involved
parameters that are more specific to the slot/insert assembly condition. One of the significant
conclusions from the investigations is the benefit of a large area of contact, and the fact that any of the
parameters influencing contact area can improve assembly condition performance by being increased.
An increase in contact area sees a proportional increase in the locking force with no change to the
maximum stress. The parameters controlling contact area are slot length and slotted component
thickness.
The fillet feature investigation discovered that in terms of the performance of the slot/insert assembly
condition the fillet feature contributes little, in some cases even having a negative effect, such as a
decrease in the locking force (a result of less contact area).
The investigation in to an area of clearance on the intended contact interface of the slot/insert assembly
condition supported the previous conclusion of the importance of contact area.
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All of the results from the investigations completed provide valuable insight, particularly for guiding the
design of a slot/insert assembly condition, or defining acceptable tolerances. The finite element model
has produced results of an intuitive nature, and with some support from literature discussed in Chapter
2, however it is important to provide some further confidence in the results. This was done by
conducting experiments designed specifically to validate various aspects of the finite element model and
the investigations conducted. This is discussed in depth in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 4 Further Investigations, Results and Discussions

4.1

Overview

Continuing the same investigative approach that began with the simple rectangular slot/insert assembly
condition, more complex features were introduced and investigated. The more complex investigations
covered in this section more closely resemble slot/insert assembly conditions seen in industry. The
results will again be assessed based on the three criteria defined:
1) Maximum Von Mises stress, 2) Slot/insert stress magnification factor, and 3) Locking force. Additional
criteria will be introduced where appropriate when new features or parameters being investigated
introduce other factors to consider.

4.2

Phase #4 Investigations – Dovetail-type slot/insert condition

The approach for the Phase 4 investigation was to investigate the dove-tail geometry, seen commonly in
industry application. By taking a simple rectangular slot/insert assembly condition and introducing an
angle to the slot/insert edges, it took the shape of a dove-tail joint. Figure 3.4 below shows a dove-tail
slot/insert assembly condition and labels all of the parameters that are listed below.


Slot/Insert width



Slot length



Insert length



Tooth width (average)



Slot/insert angle



Ring thickness
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Figure 4.1. Section of a ring with a “dove-tail” slot/insert assembly condition showing the parameters
being investigated.
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The effects of all of the parameters listed, except for the slot/insert angle, were investigated in
Chapter 3. With the effects of the five basic parameters relatively well understood, new features can
now be introduced and investigated. As one of the most significant features throughout the array of
designs seen within the slot/insert assembly condition, the angle of the slot was investigated next. The
investigation involved increasing the complexity of the design by introducing this slot/insert angle
parameter. This was then investigated for a suitable range of angles. Some examples of slots with a
range of different angles are shown in Figure 4.2 below.

No Slot
Angle
Negative
Slot Angle

Positive
Slot Angle

Figure 4.2. Section of a ring with three slots of different slot angles that range from negative to positive
(left to right).

The three assessment criteria that have been used up to now – maximum Von Mises stress, slot/insert
stress magnification factor and locking force, will still be applied to all of the investigations. In addition
to these three methods of assessment, two additional methods will be added to the assessment criteria,
to account for the additional modes of failure applicable to a dovetail-type slot/insert assembly
condition.
4.1.1

Assessment Criteria

Assessment Criteria 1 – 3 will still be applied, however, in addition to these three, two new criteria will
also be applied. Criterion 1 being the maximum Von Mises stress, and criterion 2 the stress
magnification factor, both relate to fatigue failure. Criterion 3, locking force, relates to fretting failure.
The dove-tail geometry introduces a new factor to the slot/insert assembly condition, the insert is held
in place by not just by the interference anymore, but also the form of the geometry (form locking in
addition to the force locking). In the previous investigations, with basic rectangular slot/insert assembly
conditions, the resistance to pull-out failure was related only to the locking force and material
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properties, i.e. friction related parameters. With the addition of a slot/insert angle, there is a new,
unknown effect related to geometry that must be understood. This leads to the introduction of the two
additional assessment criteria.
4.1.1.1 Fretting - Assessment Criteria: 4) Slip Force
Similar to fatigue failure, fretting is difficult to model using numerical methods, this is due to the
irregular behavior of the material degradation during fretting, and the fact that there are no simple
material property values related to fretting. The resistance to fretting has instead been quantified by
measuring the force required to cause initial slip at the contact interface in addition to measuring the
contact, or locking force. The slip-force is defined as the force required to initiate slip between the
slot/insert at the contact interface when a force is applied. Two slip force values were recorded, the
force causing 1 µm of slip, and one the initial slip, which was calculated by monitoring the slip distance
with force, and using the trend to calculate where it intercepted the axis. Calculating the initial slip is
done in Section 4.1.2.3 and will provide more detail. The direction of the force applied will be in the
outward direction of the slot, simulating the centrifugal force experienced in a gas turbine blade, as
shown in Figure 4.3 below.

Figure 4.3. An image from the ABAQUS software demonstrating the direction of the force applied on the
insert to initiate both slip and pull-out failure.

4.1.1.2 Overload - Assessment Criteria: 5) Pull-out Force
In the case of a simple rectangular slot/insert assembly condition, pull-out failure and slip failure have
equal values, as only the friction coefficient and locking force are factors. This changes once a formfitting feature like the slot/insert angle is introduced. So the pull-out force criterion was introduced to
determine the effect of the slot/insert angle on pull-out failure. Pull-out failure is something which
could be simulated within the developed model with less difficulty than either fatigue or fretting failure.
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Pull-out failure was simulated within the finite element model, and the force required to cause the
failure was recorded. This was done in order to determine the magnitude of the effect that the
slot/insert angle had on the pull-out force. The pull-out force is the force required to completely
remove the insert from the slot. The direction of this being the same as the slip-force (see Figure 4.3
above). This step was modelled using a quasi-static approach in the ABAQUS software. This setting
allows the movement to be applied to the insert without the use of a dynamic model.
4.1.2

Results and Discussion

The slot/insert angle was varied in increments of 2° from 0° to 8°, Figure 4.1 above, shows the slot angle
for clarity. The slot/insert angle values represent the range of angles for the typical dimensions being
modelled. Preliminary tests modelling “negative” angles were conducted; the results demonstrated a
slight decrease in the locking force with decreasing angles, however the magnitude of the stresses at the
contact quickly became large enough to cause slip failure resulting in no locking forces. Initially the
locking force and the maximum Von Mises stress values were monitored, and following these
investigations simulations were run to determine the slip force and pull-out force for the range of slot
angles. These initial investigations are followed by slip force and pull-out force investigations.
4.1.2.1 Investigation Assessment Criteria 1 & 2
The slot/insert angle does not have a significant effect on the maximum Von Mises stress value or the
slot/insert magnification factor as seen in Figure 4.4 below. The largest decrease in the maximum stress
occurs at 80 µm, and is approximately 5 %, when increasing the slot/insert angle from 0 ° to 8 °. The
stress magnification factor only decreases by 3 %, as a result of the change in maximum stress. This
indicates a decrease in locking force which is discussed next.
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Figure 4.4. Figure showing how the maximum Von Mises stress and the slot/insert stress magnification
factor changes with a change in slot/insert angle, for an interference level of 80 µm. No significant
change in these two criteria to be noted through a change in slot/insert angle.

4.1.2.2 Investigation Assessment Criteria 3
The relationship between the locking force and the slot angle provides significant insight, particularly
because there is no parameter in a standardized interference fit that is relatable to a slot/insert
assembly condition (in the way that cylinder and slot/insert thickness can be related). Figure 4.5 shows
that the 0 ° slot angle produces the greatest locking force, and greater slot angles result in a decrease in
the locking force. The effect of slot angle on the locking force becomes more significant at higher levels
of interference (or strain), with a decrease in the locking force of approximately 10 % between slot
angles of 0° and 8° when the interference is 80 μm.
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Effect of Slot Angle on the Locking Force
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Figure 4.5. Figure showing how the locking force varies with a change in the slot angle for various levels
of interference.

This is most likely due to the slot angle changing the direction of stress propagation and distributing the
stresses through the structure differently. Considering a basic slot/angle geometry with a slot angle of
0 °, the majority of the displacement from interference propagates perpendicular to the slot, in this case
mostly throughout the slot and tooth, causing compression, and thus resulting in locking forces. When a
slot/insert angle is present, some of the interference causes displacement away from the slotted
component, causing strain in the component that does not result in locking forces, reducing the locking
force by approximately 10 % at 80 µm, Figure 4.6 shows how the interference causes displacement and
how that interacts with the boundary conditions.
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Vertical and horizontal forces exerted on slot by insert for one of the contact surfaces.
Figure 4.6. Figure showing the breakdown of the direction of the forces on one of the contact faces of a
slot/insert assembly condition when a slot/insert angle is present. Horizontal forces move towards the
boundary condition, compressing material and increasing stresses, while vertical stresses displace
material, causing strain but reducing locking forces.

Overall the slot angle has a notable effect on the locking stresses when plastic deformation is present.
The slot angle feature is used in industry primarily as a method to increase pull-out and push-in failure
resistance, which will be covered in the criterion 5 investigation. The effect of this feature on the
locking force was previously unknown, now this quantified effect can be incorporated in the design
stage of slot/insert assembly conditions to better guide the process. The effect of the slot angle feature
on remaining assessment criteria will be discussed in the next two sub-sections.
4.1.2.3 Investigation Assessment – Criterion 4) Slip Force
The slip force is the force required to cause relative displacement between the slot and the insert at the
contact interface. The results of this investigation are presented in Figure 4.7 and summarized in
Table 4.1. The relative displacement at the contact was monitored and the x-intercept values were
taken from Figure 4.7 and are listed in Table 4.1 as initial slip values. In this investigation, Figure 4.7
shows the slot/insert angle feature increasing the initial slip pressure by approximately 0.5 MPa for
every 2 ° increase in slot/insert angle. A value was also recorded for the force required to cause 1 µm of
slip. For the larger slip displacement, the slot/insert angle has a much more significant effect, with
Table 4.1 showing that an 8 ° slot/insert angle having a 1 µm slip pressure of over 200 % of the 2 ° slip
pressure. Figure 4.7 shows that the effect of changes in slot angle on the slip force is significant.
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Relative Displacement at the Contact Interface vs Force
Applied on Insert for different Slot/Insert Angles
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Figure 4.7. Diagrams showing the top view of the model (upper image) and a side view (lower image).
Showing where the symmetry and fixed boundary conditions exist within the ABAQUS model.

Table 4.1. Table showing the initial slip pressure and the pressure required to cause 1 μm of slip at the
slot/insert contact interface. Values derived from Figure 4.10.
Slot Angle
2
4
6
8

Slip Force [N] 1 μm Slip Force [N]
180
203
195
255
210
300
225
450

The aim of the slip force criterion is to assess how the slot/insert angle geometry feature affects the
resistance of a slot/insert assembly condition to slip or fretting failure. In practice, it is difficult to
understand what value of slip displacement could lead to fretting damage, the simulations determine
the initial slip force and the 1 µm slip force. The two slip force values aid in quantifying the effect that a
slot/insert angle feature has on the slip force. The results in Figure 4.7 and Table 4.1 provide a great
insight to the designer, and demonstrate for example that a slot angle of 2 ° could be much more
susceptible to slip or fretting than a slot angle of 8 °.
The locking force and friction coefficients are also factors in the slip pressure, the investigations indicate
that these two factors adhere to the relationship of F = μR, where F is the slip pressure, μ is the friction
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coefficient and R is the locking force. This means that an increase in either friction coefficient or locking
force results in a proportional increase in slip pressure.
4.1.2.4 Investigation Assessment – Criterion 5) Pull-out Force
Pull-out failure was simulated within the model, for slot angles ranging from 0 ° – 8 ° and the relative
force was monitored. This investigation was to provide insight of the structural effect of a slot/insert
angle, and quantify it. Relative force values were used to clearly quantify the effect of the slot/insert
angle on the pull-out force.
Figure 4.8 shows the results of the pull-out force investigation, where a slot angle of 0 ° (no slot angle
present), has a relative pull-out force of 1. The results in Figure 4.8 follow the exponential curve plotted,
showing that an increase in the slot/insert angle, causes an exponential increase in relative pull-out
force. When no slot/insert angle exists, the energy to remove the insert relates purely to the locking
forces produced from the interference, as well as the friction coefficient of the two materials. A slot
angle of 2 ° demonstrates an additional resistance to pull-out failure (a factor of approximately 4). Once
the slot angle reaches 4 ° the resistance of the slot/insert assembly condition to pull-out failure becomes
much more significant (approximately 10 times that of having no slot/insert angle) and continues to
increase at an exponential rate. This result is very useful as a guide to designing a slot/insert assembly
condition, while also considering the operating conditions and the direction of the expected loading.
Figure 4.8 also shows the relative force required to cause push-in failure for different slot/insert angles.
The results in Figure 4.8 show only a 25 % decrease in the relative push-in force, for an increase in the
slot/insert angle from 0 ° to 8 °, demonstrating a geometry feature that significantly increases resistance
to slip and pull-out failure, whilst having a much smaller negative effect on the other assessment
criteria.
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Figure 4.8. Figure showing the effect of slot angle on relative displacement at the slot/insert interface,
used to calculate the slip force.

4.3

Phase #5 Investigations – Effect of Adjacent Slot / Insert Assembly Conditions

In order to investigate the effect of adjacent slot/insert assembly conditions, the axisymmetric boundary
condition in the model was expanded to incorporate additional, adjacent slot/inserts, modelling a
greater portion of the slotted component. A preliminary investigation was conducted which modelled
an insert that was surrounded by several inserts of zero interference and zero clearance. The primary
insert being the only source of loading within the system. The interference on the primary insert was
varied and the stress distribution monitored. This indicated that the stresses generated were sufficient
to interfere with adjacent assembly conditions, and justified further investigations.
Initially only one adjacent slot and insert was investigated, followed by further investigations involving
more slot/insert assembly conditions. This is shown in Figure 4.9, with images of the standard model, a
model with two slot/insert assembly conditions, and a model with five. The additional slot/insert
assembly conditions were introduced to gain a stronger understanding of the effect of non-uniform
interference within a component.
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Standard model,
investigating one
level of uniform
interference.

Two slot/insert
model,
investigating
two levels of
periodic
interference.

Five slot/insert
model,
investigating
five levels of
periodic
interference.

Figure 4.9. Image of three ABAQUS models investigating slot/insert assembly conditions with variable
interference levels for the adjacent investigation.

4.2.1

Phase #5 Results and Discussion

The effect of adjacent assembly conditions was thoroughly investigated, considering simulations with
periodic interference levels from two assembly conditions up to seven. This was done by expanding the
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model to incorporate up to seven slot/insert assembly conditions; the symmetrical boundary conditions
are what create the periodic aspect.
The first investigation modelled two periodic slot/insert assembly conditions, one with a fixed
interference while the other was varied between 0 – 40 μm. The locking force within the assembly
condition for a fixed interference was monitored. This investigation was completed for two fixed
interference levels of 2 μm and 10 μm. These values were selected because the two scenarios represent
purely elastic and also plastic properties within the two components. Figure 4.11 below shows the
results of this investigation, with the locking force presented as a percentage of the locking force
experienced when the interference is constant (i.e. all assembly conditions at 2 μm or 10 μm
interference).
Symmetrical boundary conditions

Slot/insert assembly
condition 1
Fixed interference,
2 µm or 10 µm.

Slot/insert assembly
condition 2
Interference varied
from 0 µm – 40 µm.

Monitored locking force of slot/insert assembly condition 1
Force was measured as a percentage of the locking force when the
interference of assembly condition 2 was equal to assembly condition 1.

Figure 4.10. Figure showing how the first investigation into the effect of adjacent slot/insert assembly
conditions was conducted.
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Effect of Adjacent Interference on Local Locking Force
Relative Locking Force
(with uniform interference)
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Figure 4.11. Figure showing how the locking force of a slot/insert assembly condition with a fixed level of
interference varies with a change in the level of interference of the two surrounding adjacent slot/insert
assembly conditions. Locking force presented as a percentage of the locking force from uniform
interference.

Figure 4.11 highlights that when the interference is great enough to cause plastic deformation
(approximately greater than 5 μm here), the interference value of adjacent slot/insert assembly
conditions has little effect on the locking force of the assembly condition being monitored (typically less
than 1 %). The effect of adjacent slot/insert assembly conditions is largely negligible until the
interference is low enough that both components remain completely elastic. Figure 4.11 shows with
both 2 μm and 10 μm of interference is that the strain from interference between the two assembly
conditions gets distributed very evenly – almost equally. This is most clear when the 2 μm simulation
experiences a drop of approximately 50 % in the locking force when the adjacent condition has 0 μm
interference; that locking force is equivalent to 1 μm of interference – the mean value of the
interference in this case.
Further investigations supported the equal distribution of interference between adjacent slots. The
model was expanded to incorporate seven slot/insert assembly conditions of various interference levels
and the outcome was a response which indicated a general averaging of the interference through all of
the conditions for a random selection of interference levels with a range of 1 μm to 40 μm.
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To investigate how many adjacent slot/insert assembly conditions the interference of one assembly
condition could affect, simulations were run with adjacent assembly conditions of 0 interference and the
locking forces of the adjacent conditions were monitored. At low interference levels (i.e. up to 5 µm)
the effect appears to reach two adjacent assembly conditions. Table 4.2 below shows the results of this
investigation. For the scenario with 1 μm of interference and two adjacent slots with 0 μm interference
the assembly condition with interference appears to retain 50 N of locking force – approximately onesixth of the locking force when uniform interference is present. The two adjacent assembly conditions
experience a small amount of locking force as a result of adjacent interference (approximately 5 % and
2 % of the locking force when uniform interference is present). These results indicate that if no
interference exists at more than one assembly conditions in the series, the effect on the locking force is
significant. The significance in the decrease in locking force is such that potential pull out failure could
occur below anticipated design service loads in not only the low interference slot/insert but also
adjacent slot/insert conditions are detrimentally affected .
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Table 4.2. Table showing how the locking force is distributed between three slot/insert assembly
conditions for different configurations of interference between the assembly conditions.
Slot
Angle

Interference [μm]

Locking Force [N]

Max Stress
[MPa]

Contact Area [mm]

6

1/1/1

297/297/297

60

3.5

6

1/0/0

50/15/5

50

3.5

6

2/0/0

110/35/12

110

3.5

Investigation Assessment
The investigation indicated that fluctuations in higher levels of interference typically average out very
well, in a predictable manner. This means that a mean interference level would be valuable during the
design stage when determining tolerance. The investigation also highlighted that low levels of
interference are only a significant issue if there is one or more slot/insert assembly conditions present
with 0 μm or less interference (negative interference being clearance).

4.4

Investigation Phase #6 - Effect of Additional Geometric Features

To investigate the effect of additional features on a slot/insert assembly condition, the model was
modified to investigate three different designs which incorporated two slot-angle geometry features
(i.e. a slot/insert angle of 4 ° & a slot/insert angle of - 6°) that had already been investigated
independently. The results of the dual-feature designs were then compared to the summation of each
independent, single-feature design. The aim here was to correlate the two sets of results to develop a
function which would allow a simple predictive model for multi-featured designs based on the behavior
of the independent features.
In order to investigate the effect of additional geometry features, simulations were run for a slot/insert
assembly condition with a design that had two different geometry features. This was done for three
different dual-feature designs which can be seen in Figure 4.12 below.
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Design 1

Design 2

Design 3

Figure 4.12. Figure showing the three slot/insert assembly condition designs used to investigate the
effect of multi-featured designs.

At this point in the research, a stronger fundamental understanding of the slot/insert assembly
condition has been developed. The investigation into additional features attempted to predict the
locking force within each dual-featured assembly condition based on the model predictions of the
locking force for single-feature assembly conditions with each of the two respective geometry features
from the dual-feature model.
Table 4.3 shows the results from the dual-feature investigation, where the locking force for each design
was monitored and separated into the two features of the design. Simulations were also run that
modelled scenarios with one of the two features, for both features, and the locking forces for these
scenarios were recorded for comparison. An initial hypothesis was that: “The summation of the two
locking force values from the single-feature simulations would equal the locking force for the dualfeature simulations”. This hypothesis is illustrated below in Figure 4.13.
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(a)

Locking force (a)

(b)

+

Locking force (b)

(c)

=

Locking Force (c)

Figure 4.13. Figure showing the dual-feature hypothesis under investigation: The summation of locking
force for two single-feature designs being equal to a dual-feature design consisting of the two single
features.

The results reported in Table 4.3 do indicate a relationship between the combination of the predicted
locking forces from simulating one of the features alone, and the actual prediction of the dual-featured
assembly condition. The result is not, however, simply a summation of the two. The inner geometry
feature appears to experience a slight increase in the locking force (between 10 % - 20 %), while the
outer geometry feature seems to experience a more significant decrease in the locking force (with a
decrease between approximately 40 % - 50 %). In these cases the total locking forces within the
slot/insert assembly conditions experience an overall decrease between approximately 5 % and 15 %.
This relationship is illustrated in Figure 4.14.
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Table 4.3. Table showing the locking force values for three different slot/insert assembly condition
designs in addition to the predicted locking force values, from the respective single-feature simulations.
Slot
Insert

Contact

Geometry

Angle

Interference

Area

Locking

Predicted Locking

Design

Feature

[°]

[ μm]

[mm]

Force [N]

Force [N]

1

1
2
1
2
1
2

2
3

-6
12
0
6
4
-6

(a)

115 % Locking force (a)

1
1
1
1
1
1

3.7
2
3.7
2
3.7
2.7

362
110
388
90
396
163

(b)

+

55 % Locking force (b)

308
195
358
196
365
264

(c)

=

Locking Force (c)

Figure 4.14. Figure showing the relationship between the locking force of two single-featured designs
and a dual-feature design consisting of the two single-features.
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Investigation Assessment
This investigation indicates that a fundamental understanding of individual geometry features can
provide great insight for developing multi-featured slot/insert assembly condition designs. It also
highlights a factor that was previously unknown which is that multi-featured slot/insert assembly
conditions may have significantly less locking force than was initially expected, and when designing a
multi-featured assembly condition the majority of the locking force will come from the inner-most
geometry feature.

4.5

Predictive Models

Following the findings from the investigations in Chapter 3 and 4, the relationships between several of
the parameters and the assessment criteria were established. To make the most effective use of this
information, some of these relationships were summarized using simple predictive models. The
intention of the predictive models is to provide efficient design insight, without requiring significant
expertise in slot/insert assembly conditions. The simple predictive models act as a concise method of
understanding how a parameter affects the assessment criteria, so that it can be either defined or
modified appropriately, to optimize the slot/insert assembly condition.
Table 4.4 below summarizes the findings of each parameter investigated in Chapter 3 and 4, with
regards to the assessment criteria defined. Based on the findings from the investigations, it was
possible to summarize some of the relationships using simple predictive models.
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Interference

Material
Insert/Tooth
Width

Contact Area
Fillet Feature

Slot/Insert
Angle

5 Pull-out Force

4 Slip Force

3 Locking Force

2 Stress Magnification Factor

Parameters

1 Max Stress

Table 4.4. Summary of the investigations of parameters in Chapter 3 and 4, showing the assessment
criteria that were significantly affected and detailing what was noted.

Notes
The level of interference controls how much strain is
induced in the two components, a greater level of strain
produces higher stresses and greater locking force. The
max stress magnification factor is experienced at half the
yield strain, it is lowest after plastic deformation has
occurred.
The material affects all aspects, typically a material with a
larger yield strength experiences higher locking force and
maximum stress. The slip force can be improved by a
greater coefficient of friction. The pull-out force benefits
from stronger materials.
Very similar to the interference, the two width values
control the level of strain induced - see interference for
more detail.
The slot/insert length and thickness determine the contact
area, increasing the area increases the locking force
proportionally without affecting maximum stress.
The fillet feature has little advantage, the feature itself
reduces contact area that in turn reduces the locking force.
Increasing the slot/insert angle causes a significant
increase on the slip and pull-out force, demonstrating an
exponential relationship, while causing a small reduction in
the locking force.

The simplest relationship was contact area and locking force, shown in Figure 4.15 below, highlighting
that by increasing the slot/insert length or thickness to increase the contact area, the locking force can
be increased. In order to estimate the locking force value, Equation 4.1 can be used to calculate the
strain value that will be induced by the interference.

𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 ÷

𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ+𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ
2

(4.1)
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For components with parts made of the same material, the strain value can be plotted on the material
properties curve to get a stress value, an example of this is shown in Figure 4.16 for the Stainless Steel
AISI 304L material curve. This stress value typically represents the maximum stress that will be
experienced within the slot/insert assembly condition. To estimate the locking force Equation 4.2 can
be used, the locking force typically experienced in the investigations followed this approximation. The
methods of prediction covered up to this point apply to simple rectangular geometries. For different
combinations of materials, an average of the two stress-strain curves must be used to calculate the
locking force. The maximum stress will still be approximately equivalent to the larger stress value from
the two curves.

𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 = 90 % (𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 × 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎)

(4.2)

Relationship between Locking Force and Contact
Area
Relative Locking Force
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Relative Contact Area

Figure 4.15. Figure showing how a change in contact area affects the locking force. An increase in
contact area producing a linearly proportional increase in the locking force.
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Figure 4.16. Section of the material property curve for AISI 304L Stainless Steel. Red dashed lines show
how to calculate stress value induced by a set level of strain.

In order to account for the slot/insert angle, the relationship between the angle parameter and both the
locking and slip force were analyzed. The result of this is Figure 4.17 below, showing the effect that a
change in the slot/insert angle has on both the locking force and the slip force. Showing how an
increase in slot/insert angle will reduce the locking force by approximately 1 % per degree, whilst the
slip force will experience and increase of over 200 % for 8 ° increase. The slip force and the pull-out
force share a similar relationship, and so this has not been modelled.
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Graph Showing the effect of slot/insert angle on
Locking and Slip Forces
Relative Force
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Figure 4.17. Figure showing the effect of varying the slot/insert on both the locking and slip force. This
demonstrates how an increase in slot/insert angle slightly reduces the locking force whilst producing a
much greater increase in the slip force.

Values calculated from the previous predictive models can input in Figure 4.17 in order to approximate
how the slip force and locking force criteria would look for a slot/insert assembly condition. Figure 4.17
also acts as a good guide for how a design could be modified to optimize a particular parameter.
In terms of slot/insert assembly conditions with more than one feature, both features can be modelled
individually using these predictive models, and then the resulting values can be input in Equation 4.3
below, (taken from Figure 4.14) to calculate the total locking force. Where (a) is the inner feature and
(b) is the outer feature.

115 % 𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 (𝑎) + 55 % 𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 (𝑏) = 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒

(4.3)

These figures and equations in Section 4.4 provide great insight towards designing a slot/insert assembly
condition, and also act as useful tools for this. In order to demonstrate the applicability, as well as the
extent that these simple predictive models can be used, two case studies were carried out using the
predictive models for the purpose of optimization, this is presented in Chapter 5.
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4.6

Summary and Conclusions

The more complex investigations conducted in this project have produced new findings which were
previously not discovered within the literature reviewed. The investigations that presented new
findings typically involved parameters that are specific to the slot/insert assembly condition, and do not
have equivalent values in a standardized cylindrical interference.
The Phase #4 investigations dealing with the slot/insert angle – one of the most significant features seen
within industry applications of the slot/insert assembly condition - was thoroughly investigated. The
investigations found a small decrease/loss in locking force resulting from increasing values of slot angle,
while the slip force and the pull-out force experienced a significant gain/benefit from a larger slot angle.
The maximum Von Mises stress and stress magnification factors remained relatively constant
throughout the investigation. Based on the assessment criteria, the slot angle is a parameter which, if
appropriate to the application, can greatly increase the performance of a slot/insert assembly condition.
The Phase #5 investigations provided further support and insight to the slot/insert assembly condition.
The investigation into the effect of varied high interference levels in adjacent slot/insert assembly
conditions concluded that the general effect is to “average out” the interference relatively evenly
throughout the assembly conditions. Only in a scenario where there is more than one assembly
condition with little or no interference adjacent to another, is there a significant effect. In this scenario,
a significant loss of locking can be seen in the adjacent slots that do have interference, and only a slight
increase in locking for the assembly conditions without interference. If two or more assembly
conditions experience no interference, within a long series of assembly conditions, it could significantly
decrease the performance of the joints.
The investigation into the dual-feature designs showed that the understanding of each individual
parameter and feature does indeed provide great insight for combining multiple features to create a
more complex design. The combination of features within the slot/insert assembly condition appears to
cause an increase in the magnitude of the stresses within the inner-most feature and a decrease in the
stresses of the outer-most feature. For typical designs this results in an overall decrease in the locking
force of 5 % - 15 % depending on the two features.
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All of the results from the investigations completed provide valuable insight, this was used to produce
simple predictive models that concisely summarize the effects and approximate the properties of a
slot/insert assembly condition. The predictive models can be used for guiding the design of a slot/insert
assembly condition, or defining acceptable tolerances. The finite element model has produced results
of an intuitive nature, and with some support from literature discussed in Chapter 2, however it is
important to provide some further confidence in the results. This was done by conducting experiments
designed specifically to validate various aspects of the finite element model and the investigations
conducted. This is discussed in-depth in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5 Case Studies

5.1

Overview

The investigations conducted in Chapter 3 and 4 produced findings that can be used to optimize
applications of the slot/insert assembly condition. To demonstrate the applicability of the knowledge
developed, two case studies were completed. The case studies were evaluated and then optimized, and
the extent of the optimization was quantified to show how effective the research and the findings are.
One application was considered, and for this application, two types of component were investigated –
the first, a wedge-shaped slot/insert geometry used for the screening of larger contaminants (typically
greater than 1 mm, such as small rocks) in water treatment procedures. The second slot/insert
assembly condition investigated had a dual-featured geometry consisting of two wedge features, and is
typically used in fluid screening applications with cyclic loading.

5.2

Case Study 1 – Wedge-shaped Screen

The wedge-shaped screen is a typical design seen in water screening applications. For case study 1, the
basic material and dimensions of the wedge shape have been taken from the website of Boegger
Industrial Ltd. [23] and can be seen in Figure 5.1 - a wedge-shaped screen for removing contaminants
from water for a water treatment process. The wedge-shaped insert is noted to have a slot length of
2 mm and a width of 1 mm, and is made from stainless steel 304. In the application shown in Figure 5.1,
the inserts are typically welded to slotted components, a strong joint but potentially not ideal for watertreatment due to a risk of corrosion at the welded joint. The wedge-shaped design was redesigned
using slot/insert assembly conditions (in place of welding) and the fundamental knowledge developed in
this research in an attempt to optimize this system, while quantifying the effect of this change in the
mode of joining.
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Figure 5.1. Image of a fluid screening system with wedge-shaped inserts. Component was modelled for
case study 1 with the aim of optimization by using slot/insert assembly conditions for assembly.
Component shown is based on a design where the inserts are welded to the slotted component [23].

Figure 5.2 demonstrates how the wedge-shaped screen is used, with fluid flowing along the screen and
falling through the gaps between the wedge-inserts. Contaminants such as rocks cannot pass through
the gaps and so they continue downstream and are screened out of the fluid. The fluid flow is only in
one direction, which means the single-featured wedge-shaped design is ideal, the fluid pressure on the
inserts will be assumed to vary periodically. The typical failure modes that this component could
potentially encounter include fatigue, fretting and also pull-out failure, while fretting is less significant as
the flow is not cyclic. When optimizing and assessing this component, the five defined criteria
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previously defined in Chapter 3 and 4 were used: 1) maximum Von Mises stress, 2) slot/insert stress
magnification factor, 3) locking force, 4) slip force, and 5) pull-out force.

Fluid

Figure 5.2. Figure showing the application of a wedge-shaped screen for fluid screening, and how it
typically operates.

5.1.1

Modifying Component for Assembly by Slot/Insert Conditions

The first step was to restructure the geometrical design slightly so that the slot/insert assembly
condition could be utilized. This involved relocating the inserts to the opposite side of the slotted
component so that they could be held in place by an interference fit. The redesign can be seen below in
Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3. The redesigned screen, relocating the inserts (previously welded in place) so that slot/insert
assembly conditions could be used.

At this point the geometry inputs were used in the model to determine the current values for each of
the assessment criteria, shown below in Table 5.1. These values were later used for comparison and are
discussed at the end of Section 5.1.
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Table 5.1. Table showing the predicted values for the initial design in case study 1,
for each of the assessment criteria.
Parameters and Assessment Criteria
Insert length [mm]
Insert width [mm]
Slot/insert angle [°]
Maximum Von Mises Stress [MPa]
Slot/insert stress magnification factor
Locking Force [N]
Slip Force [N]
Pull-out Force [kN]

5.1.2

Initial
Design
2
1
14
270
1.06
1016
390
8

Component Optimization

With the parts (slotted component and inserts) redesigned to form a component assembled with
slot/insert assembly conditions, and remaining functional for the application, the next step was
optimization. First, the parameters of the component will be considered, in order to determine the
most appropriate parameters to modify for optimization, while maintaining the function of the
application. These parameters are listed and discussed below.
1. Slotted component thickness
o

The thickness of the slotted component was kept constant, although it would benefit
the assessment criteria, a thicker part is both more costly and heavier, so the
performance benefit from this factor is more costly than other parameters.

2. Insert/tooth width
o

The insert/tooth width was also kept constant, this was important because a secondary
effect of changing the tooth/insert is that the slot spacing will change, this would alter
the component efficiency as the flow rate of fluid through the screen would be affected.

3. Slot/insert angle
o

The slot/insert angle was the main parameter of focus, as this parameter affects all five
of the assessment criteria.

4. Interference level
o

The interference level was assumed to be 20 µm, relatively small but still capable of
causing plastic deformation in the parts.
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It should be noted that for the wedge-shaped design, slot length is a function of the slot/insert angle.
Considering the discussion above regarding each parameter, the slot/insert angle presented itself as an
effective feature for optimization.
The slot/insert assembly conditions were optimized in terms of the appropriate assessment criteria.
This was done by considering the relationships between the relevant parameters and the assessment
criteria, relationships which were determined in Chapter 3 and 4. The relationship between slot/insert
angle and the assessment criteria is shown in Figures 4.3, 4.5 and 4.6 below, copied from Chapter 4. By
using these relationships Figure 5.4 was used showing the relationship between the slot/insert angle
and both slip force and locking force.

Effect of Slot Angle on the Locking Force
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Figure 4.3. Figure showing how the locking force varies with a change in the slot angle for various levels
of interference.
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Relative Displacement at the Contact Interface vs Force
Applied on Insert for different Slot/Insert Angles
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Figure 4.5. Figure showing the effect of slot angle on relative displacement at the slot/insert interface,
used to calculate the slip force.
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Figure 4.6. Figure showing the effect of slot angle on relative displacement at the slot/insert interface,
used to calculate the slip force.
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Graph showing the effect of the slot/insert angle on the
locking and slip forces
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Figure 5.4. Relationship between the slot/insert angle and the locking force and slip force for case
study 1. Figure shows an exponential increase in the slip force with a greater slot/insert angle, while the
slip force increases a much smaller, linear decrease.

Figure 5.4 shows that an increase in the slot/insert angle across the range of angles investigated reduces
the locking force by approximately a factor of 9 whilst increasing the slip force by a factor of 9. Though
both experience a difference of a factor of 9, the slip force experiences a much greater range of values.
The slot/insert angle parameter affected the pull-out force in a similar way to the slip force. Considering
the trend in Figure 5.4, two designs were proposed for optimization, design 1 focusing more on
designing against slip failure and pull-out failure, and design 2 against fatigue failure and producing a
higher locking force. The two designs can be seen in Figure 5.5 below, followed by the results of the two
designs in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.5. Figure showing the slot/insert designs used for case study 1, the initial design [23], optimized
design 1 for resistance to slip failure and pull-out failure, and optimized design 2 for fatigue failure
resistance and increased locking force (left to right).

Table 5.2. Table showing the assessment criteria values for the design considered as well as the two
optimized designs, including the geometry parameters for all of the designs.

Insert Length
Insert Width
Slot/insert angle
Maximum Von Mises Stress [MPa]
Slot/insert stress magnification factor
Locking Force [N]
Slip Force [N]
Pull-out Force [kN]

Initial
Design
2
1
14
270
1.06
1016
390
8

Design
1
1.5
1
18
268
1.41
609.6
663
10

Design
2
3.2
1
9
272
0.86
2030
198
6

The results in Table 5.2 show that design 1 produces a 75 % increase in the slip force, and a 25 %
increase in pull-out resistance, for only a 40 % reduction in locking force and a 35 % increase in the
stress magnification factor. Design 2 experiences 20 % drop in the stress magnification factor, and a
200 % increase in locking force, for a decrease in the slip force of approximately 50 % and a 25 %
decrease in pull-out force. It is primarily the steeper slot/insert angles of design 1 that increase the slip
force and pull-out force. The greater insert length in design 2 is largely what creates the increase in
locking force.
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This case study has shown that the knowledge from this research can be easily and efficiently applied to
quite significantly alter the strengths of a component using the slot/insert assembly condition. Design 1
or 2 could be used in this application, depending on the operating conditions, to produce a component
that is more resistant to the predominant modes of failure experienced. For example, for an earlier
stage of the water filtration process, with larger and more frequent contaminants, Design 1 may be
better suited, with good resistant to slip and pull-out failures. In later stages of the water filtration
process, there are no longer larger contaminants so loading conditions become much more constant,
with typically only periodic pressure from the fluid. Design 2 would be better suited to the later
conditions, with excellent locking force and a low stress magnification factor, making it more resistant to
fatigue. Less random larger forces (from contaminants), paired with the periodic loading, means that
fatigue is a focus.

5.3

Case Study 2 – Dual Wedge-shaped Screen

The second case study examined another common design from industry applications of the slot/insert
assembly condition that is the dual wedge-shaped design. The dual wedge-shape is used in applications
with fluid flowing both in and out of the screen - typically a cyclic flow. An example application would
be a cylindrical screen cylinder, where a rotor would usually create the flow from within the cylinder.
The physical measurements from case study 1 were used here to design a dual wedge-shaped slot/insert
assembly condition, the design can be seen below in Figure 5.6. Again, this initial component was run
through the model to determine values for each assessment criteria, the results of this are shown below
in Table 5.3. With the dual feature wedge-shaped screen, there are two slip force values for the two
respective directions (in and out of the screen), both are important and so were calculated for this case
study.
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Figure 5.6. Dual wedge-shaped screen used for case study 2,
designed using geometric parameters from case study 1.
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Table 5.3. Table listing the values of each assessment criteria for case study 2 - the dual wedge-shaped
slot/insert assembly condition.
Insert width [mm]
Insert length [mm]
Inner slot/insert angle [°]
Outer slot/insert angle [°]
Maximum Von Mises Stress
[MPa]
Slot/insert
stress magnification
factor
Locking Force [N]
Slip (out) Force [N]
Slip (in) Force [N]
Pull-out Force [kN]

Initial Design
1
2
14
14
270
1.19
905
345
165
4.1

The function of this design is very similar to the single wedge-shaped screen, only the fluid flows in both
directions. It is typical in an application such as this to use a rotor to create the cyclic flow. The cyclic
flow through the screen from the rotor is typically larger in one direction than the other. For this case
study, an approximate ratio of 2:1 will be assumed for the flow rate out and in of the screen
respectively. The ratio of the flow rate in and out of the screen is a factor in determining the geometry
of the two features.
5.2.1

Component Optimization

It was important to again consider the findings from Chapter 3 and 4 to gain insight about how best to
optimize the component. The material considered in case study 1, Figures 4.3, 4.5 and 4.6 and
Figure 5.4 was again applied, in addition to the dual-feature insight from Chapter 4. The dual-feature
investigation shown in Figure 4.9 below, highlighted that the inner wedge feature would experience
approximately 15 % more locking force than it would alone, while the outer wedge feature will
experience a decrease in locking of approximately 45 % as a second feature. In addition to this, the
loading ratio is 2:1, with the inner wedge providing the main source of resistance to the larger loading.
With these considerations in mind, it was concluded that a robust design would have a longer inner
wedge feature, to increase overall locking force, with a smaller slot angle. While the outer wedge would
have a smaller contact area, due to the dual-feature effects, and have a steeper slot/insert angle. From
this knowledge, and the information from Figure 5.4, Design 1 was produced, shown below in Figure 5.7
with the results and comparisons of these shown below in Table 5.4. In a similar approach to case study
1, an alternative optimization was completed – Design 2, producing a component with greater
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resistance to other failure modes that Design 1 did not focus on. The results of both optimized designs
are included in Table 5.4, along with the relevant geometry parameters.
(a)

(b)

115 % Locking force (a)

+

55 % Locking force (b)

(c)

=

Locking Force (c)

Figure 4.9. Figure showing the relationship between the locking force of two single-featured designs and
a dual-feature design consisting of the two single-features.

Figure 5.7. Images of the initial slot/insert design used for case study 2 (left), and the two optimized
designs, Designs 1 and 2 (middle and right). All of the designs have identical widths, the two slot/insert
angles and length of the slot have been varied.
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Table 5.4. Table listing the values for each of the five assessment criteria for the initial design, and the
two optimized designs - Design 1 and 2, of case study 2.

Insert width [mm]
Insert Length [mm]
Inner slot/insert angle [°]
Outer slot/insert angle [°]
Maximum Von Mises Stress [MPa]
Slot/insert stress magnification factor
Locking Force [N]
Slip (out) Force
Slip (in) Force
Pull-out Force

Initial
Design
1
2
14
14
270
1.19
905
345
165
4.1

Design 1

Design 2

1
2
14
27
271
1.08
1000
377
743
4.4

1
1.5
18
23
269
1.29
833
593
474
7.1

Table 5.4 shows exceptional results from applying a fundamental understanding of the slot/insert
assembly condition with the small modification that produced Design 1 producing an overall increase in
all values related to expected failure modes. This occurs because the inner wedge was designed to
maximize locking force, done by increasing the contact area, and reducing slot angle. The outer wedge
initially contributed very little locking force due to the dual-feature effect shown in Figure 4.9, so by
increasing the slot angle it increased slip (in) force. Pull-out force and slip (out) force would usually
decrease because of the reduction in slot/angle, however due to extending the length of the inner
wedge-feature, an increase in locking force prevents slip, while the additional material from the slot
length increase, increased the pull-out force. Overall, Design 1 out-performs the initial design in every
aspect assessed, demonstrating an approximate 10 % positive beneficial change in all of the failure
mode criteria, except for slip (in) force, which experiences a 350 % beneficial increase.
Design 2 focuses on maximizing pull-out force and slip force (in and out), without compromising the
other criteria. The optimization successfully increases the pull-out and slip (out) force by approximately
70 %, and the slip (in) force by 187 % while only compromising approximately 10 % locking force and
increasing the stress magnification factor by approximately 10 %. Demonstrating significant
improvement of the component, producing a design suited to a different scenario of operating
conditions to Design 1.
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5.2.2

Fretting Mitigation

Slot/insert assembly condition applications that are subject to cyclic operating conditions, tend to be
much more prone to fretting damage. Investigations into fretting, as discussed in Chapter 2, determined
that the best approach to mitigate fretting is to remove the initiation zones by introducing chamfer
features as shown below in Figure 2.3. This approach was applied to the initial design, Design 1 and
Design 2, and the effect on the five failure assessment criteria was monitored. Figure 5.8 below shows
the features being introduced to the initial design, and Table 5.5 below shows the result of introducing
these features for the initial design. The effect of these features on Design 1 and 2 was identical to the
initial design. Table 5.5 shows that the chamfer features have a very small (3 % maximum) effect on the
assessment criteria, while are understood to significantly mitigate fretting in cyclic loaded applications.
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Areas of fretting
initiation to
focus on

Figure. 2.3. Design 1: Initial design of a dove-tail joint used in the aerospace industry for attaching blades
to turbine discs (upper image) and Design 2: a later version with new features for better fretting
mitigation (lower image).
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Figure 5.8. Image of the initial design used for Case Study 2 (left), and an image of the initial design after
the fretting mitigation modifications were made (right). This approach aims to remove the regions were
fretting typically initiates, this is done by using chamfer features to remove material around the relevant
contact areas.

Table 5.5. Table showing the difference in assessment criteria values as a result of the fretting mitigation
features being introduced. The results show only a minor decrease in properties from introducing the
features. Values taken from the initial design, but results were identical through the three designs.

Maximum Von Mises Stress [MPa]

Initial
Design
100 %

Slot/insert stress magnification factor

100 %

Locking Force [N]
Slip (out) Force

97 %
98 %

Slip (in) Force

99 %

Pull-out Force

99 %
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5.4

Summary and Conclusions

The two case studies demonstrated the applicability of the findings from the investigations in Chapter 2
to Chapter 4, showing that the fundamental knowledge of a slot/insert assembly condition, in addition
to the devised assessment criteria provides the means for highly effective slot/insert assembly condition
optimization. The case studies also highlight the ease of applicability, where design parameters can
easily be modified to optimize specific criteria.
For the case studies, a component that was typically assembled by welding was used as an example.
The case studies here demonstrate the ease of converting a component that uses a different mode of
assembly. The initial component was quickly adapted to a design which could utilize the slot/insert
assembly condition, and from that point, design optimization was shown to be extremely effective
based on numerical simulation results. The result of the optimization steps within the case studies
provided more robust designs that, in most cases, greatly exceeded the assessment criteria values of the
initial designs. Overall, the case studies emphasized the value of this research, and demonstrated that
with the knowledge gained in this research, the slot/insert assembly condition can be utilized for more
applications to provide stronger and more efficient components.
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Chapter 6 Experimental Validation

6.1

Overview

It is the aim of the experimental validation to provide confidence within the model. In order to do this,
practical tests need to be performed so that the values predicted by the model could be compared with
actual values. This gives validity to the values and trends produced by the model. Within the literature
discussed which investigates interference fits, there are few experimental procedures that are able to
accurately map the stress distribution either internally or externally. Model validation for the
application of interference fits is not common, it is typical to use numerical verifications or find
supportive literature.
As comparisons need to be made, the outputs available from the numerical model were first considered
to ascertain what potential measurement techniques and equipment might be available to achieve
validation. The values from the numerical model which can be physically measured in practice are:
•

Surface stress

•

Slip force

•

Pull-out force

The value of validating different aspects of the model will be discussed below to determine the best
experimental approach. The steps involved in the experimental validation process which need to be
considered are: the part manufacture, the component assembly and the comparative analysis step. The
manufacture and assembly steps preceding need to be included and evaluated to correctly understand
any effects which may alter the specimen material properties from those used in the model.

6.2

Importance of Criterion Selection

The choice of which parameter(s) to investigate as part of the validation process may have a huge
influence on the value of the research project. A strong selection will not only validate the criteria being
measured, but it will also provide confidence that other values and relationships predicted by the model
are true. Here, the parameters which can be physically measured will be evaluated to determine the
value each would bring to the research.
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6.1.1

Surface Stresses

The numerical model produces a complete array of stress values for any point within the component.
The stresses of most significance here are those around the contact area. In the contact area, the
simulations show stress distributions will change depending on the level of interference and the
geometry. When there is a high level of interference, in most cases the stress distribution is relatively
uniform – stresses along the contact are typically 85 % - 90 % of the maximum stress, so consisting of
high stress values. At lower interference levels or for designs with a greater stress concentration (i.e.
multi-feature geometries), the stresses vary in magnitude over a small distance. The maximum stresses
as predicted from the simulations typically lie on the surface of the slotted component – which is
convenient for validation as direct strain measurements are possible on the surface. The thin design of
the ring also means that the range of stresses along the thickness of the ring is typically quite small
(< 20 %).
Values of surface stress measured on physical specimens can be directly compared to the predicted
stress values in the model, providing validation that the stress prediction in the model is accurate. It is
not possible to determine the internal stresses from surface measurements and thus there will be no
indications to differences in stresses internally. This makes it difficult to estimate the clamping force,
however it is safe to assume that due to the thin design of the ring, the internal stresses do not
significantly differ from the surface stresses, and thus the clamping force could be estimated to validate
the magnitude. This is a useful check but would not have value when investigating the effect of
different parameters on the clamping force.
When considering the slip force prediction of the model, there are three inputs: material properties
(including friction coefficient), geometry and interference (which generates a clamping force). Strain
measurements leading to stress values would allow an approximate calculation of the clamping force by
integrating the stress values over the contact area. Potentially useful friction coefficients are available in
the literature however these can also be measured. Surface stresses will not give any indication as to
how a change in geometry affects the slip-force. Geometry is arguably the most important parameter
when considering the slip resistance and so this does little to validate this aspect of the model.
The pull-out criterion represents the resistance of a slot/insert assembly condition to the removal of
inserts from the application of a large force. Similar to the slip force, this effect primarily depends on
the material and geometry, and so surface stresses have little contribution to the validation of the pullout criteria.
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Considering the assessment criteria, a surface stress approach to validation would provide good
confidence for the maximum stress predictions, provide secondary data useful for slip-resistance
(clamping force estimates), but it would provide no information about the pull-out failure resistance for
changes in parameters.
The previous discussion regarding the benefits of validating the surface stresses has assumed an ideal
scenario where all of the surface stresses are readily available. This is not the case, and the extent of
this depends on the applicable methods. There are various ways to monitor stress; however it is only
possible to monitor the stresses on exposed surfaces. The two most appropriate methods in which the
stresses can be monitored here are: 1) using strain gauges, or 2) digital image correlation. The geometry
and tight spacing of the slot/insert assembly conditions, and the fact that the stresses are induced
during the assembly process itself make it difficult to use any other stress-measurement techniques.
The two methods of surface stress measurement that have been found to be most applicable are
discussed below.
6.1.1.1 Strain Gauge Measurement
Strain gauges are relatively easy to apply and can produce unidirectional strain values for point locations
on the system. The benefit of using strain gauges here is that the induced strain in the more basic
designs is relatively uniform and unidirectional, so a point value would be useful. There are clear
disadvantages to using this approach such as only being able to fit one strain gauge per tooth. This
would prevent multiple strain values or strain directions being measured on one tooth. This could
potentially be solved by assuming an identical state of strain in all of the teeth, this assumption could be
supported by correlating the recorded strain values. Using this method will not produce detailed
information regarding the surface stress distributions as strain gauges only provide one value of the
averaged strain.
6.1.1.2 Digital Image Correlation (DIC)
This method has an advantage over using strain gauges because it will produce an image of the surface
stresses, giving not just point values, but a full distribution. There are two main disadvantages to this
method. Firstly, this is a difficult method to implement, particularly with this system, as it would need to
be done during the assembly process and the geometry would have to be worked around. The process
may be complex and time consuming while not contributing a significant amount to research validation.
Secondly, in terms of surface stresses the areas of most importance are the teeth, and the small
geometry of these makes it unlikely that even DIC can produce accurate high-resolution results. The
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resulting values in these areas could be similar to the point values strain gauge where a best-case
scenario may only be five stress values on the area of the most interest and significance.
With a knowledge of how the surface stress testing might validate the model, the other criteria were
then investigated. This was done to understand what testing approach would contribute the most
towards validating the model.
6.1.2

Pull-out Resistance

A step was developed within the model to take the assembled slot/insert assembly condition and
determine the strength against lateral pull-out. This step consisted of a simulation investigating how
much energy is required to remove the insert from the slot, thus simulating a pull-out failure. There are
many contributing factors to this mode of failure: the strength of the materials involved and the
geometry of the design being the more significant quantitative factors. This was simulated by applying a
uniform displacement along the length of the insert until it is removed from the slot, as was discussed in
more detail in Chapter 3. The energy required to displace the insert is monitored and used to compare
with other designs so that the relative pull-out resistance of a design can be determined.
In practice, pull-out failure could be measured by using a materials testing machine to displace the insert
from the slot while monitoring the force per unit of displacement. This method would produce results
comparable to the energy values from the model and would aim to validate the relationship between
geometry, material and pull-out strength/resistance for the slot/insert assembly. Testing pull-out failure
would be a valuable contribution from the research, and it analysis and assessment could assist in
improving the strength of an existing design. The test, however, would not validate several aspects of
the model, such as any indication of stress values or interference/clamping force effects. Testing pullout failure also introduces a risk of material failure such as cracking or necking in the teeth which would
affect the accuracy of the test as the model simulation would properly represent this mode of failure.
6.1.3

Slip Force

Similar to the pull-out step within the model, an independent simulation step was developed within the
model to test the slip force of the model once a specified level of interference was present. This
simulation measured the point at which displacement first occurred between the contact surfaces of the
slot and insert. This movement is a result of force applied to the insert (in the same direction as pullout), as was discussed in Chapter 3.
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When considering the testing process, it is valuable to understand how a parameter measured during
testing would be used to validate the model, i.e. whether a direct comparison can be drawn, or whether
some additional assumptions and calculations are required. In the case of experimental results for the
slip force, these could be directly compared with the slip-force results from the model in order to
validate this aspect of the model. Other parameters could be validated by considering the factors that
can affect slip force, such as slot angle, and validating the relationship between slip force and slot angle.
Considering equation [1] below, the parameters which affect the slip force are the material properties
(especially the friction coefficient), the clamping force value (due to the material properties and level of
interference), and the geometry of the slot/insert assembly condition. It is important to know which of
the parameters are known, which can be found, and which need validating. Friction coefficient values
are obtainable from literature or simple testing, and the slip force can be measured from the testing. It
is possible to identify the effect of the two remaining unknowns from multiple iterations of this test,
assuming one of the parameters can be fixed while the other is varied. Considering equation [2], the
clamping force is a function of the material properties (primarily the stress-strain response of the
material), the level of interference, and again the geometry. Equation [2] can be substituted in to
Equation [1] to give a better understanding of the parameters affecting the slip force. Note that it is
relatively simple to control friction, the material properties and the geometry.

Slip Force = f (friction, clamping force, geometry)

(6.1)

Clamping Force = f (material properties, interference, geometry)

(6.2)

Slip Force = f (friction, material properties, interference, geometry)

(6.3)

Considering the parameters affecting slip force, it can be seen that testing the slip force would produce
values which could validate many aspects of model, such as the relationship between the measured slip
force, and material, interference and geometry. To test the slip force would require the assembly of the
slots and inserts in a way in which the interference could either be measured, or approximated,
accurately enough to determine relative interference levels between tests. A difficulty with this
approach is that in some cases, it would require an extremely accurate measurement of displacement,
accurate enough to measure a displacement at the slot/insert contact interface as small as a few
microns. Testing the slip force would provide validation to the slip force modelling, and strong evidence
to determine the accuracy of the stress predictions, clamping force and relationships between design
features and other parameters. Additionally, if values from this approach showed discrepancies with
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the predicted values, then there are enough controllable parameters involved to identify the area of
discrepancy. This demonstrates a robust approach and provides insight that other methods would not
provide.
6.1.4

Criterion Selection

Based on the evaluation of the available parameters for testing, the proposed approach for validation is
to investigate model predictions for a combination of the slip force and pull-out force, in order to
provide a broad insight into the accuracy of model predictions of the effects for some of the most
significant parameters. The research validation may be the most valuable task performed, with the
potential to provide confidence in the simulation modelling aspects of the research. This decision was
based on the fact that the stresses seen within the slot/insert assembly condition are relatively intuitive,
and vary very little with changes to the majority of the parameters. The relationship between slip force,
and pull-out force, however, have a relatively significant effect on most of the parameters. For example,
the relationship between slip pressure and variables such as contact area, tooth width and slot angle are
much more significant here and so validating these relationships would be extremely valuable to the
research. The approach being taken to use these criteria for validation is discussed in the next section,
along with the details of the testing procedure.

6.3

Testing – method, manufacturing and assembly

6.2.1

Testing Approach

In order to best validate the model, testing was completed that measured the slip-force and the pull-out
force. The data from these tests was then used to validate the prediction of other parameters in the
model, such as clamping force. The aim was to validate all of the relationships between the different
parameters, and slip force or pull-out force that was predicted by the model. As noted in the previous
section, it would be difficult to monitor the slip force for some of the designs, as it requires
measurement of minute displacements (less than 5 μm). The only exception to this is when no slot
angle exists, e.g. for a simple rectangular slot. In the case of a simple rectangular slot, the pull-out force
and the slip force are directly related, this is because interference is the only aspect locking the insert
within the slot, unlike a dove-tail slot design where the geometry has a locking design.
The testing was split into two stages, with the majority of the testing being performed in Stage 1. Stage
1 was completed using components with the simple rectangular geometry design, in order to investigate
the effect of some of the parameters which the model showed to be most significant. The parameters
first investigated were: material type, contact area and tooth thickness. The model predictions showed
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these parameters to significantly affect the properties of the slot/insert assembly condition. The
measured values of the slip force were then used with friction values from literature and material tests,
in combination with interference, to calculate the clamping force. The specifics of each test, such as the
exact geometry parameters and the estimated material properties, were input into the model to allow
for a direct comparison.
Once the first stage of testing was completed, Stage 2 introduced a slot/insert angle to the component,
and the test was run using the same methodology, this time measuring the pull-out force, as oppose to
the slip force (as this could no longer be measured). These results were used, in combination with the
appropriate rectangular test, to compare with the model predictions in an attempt to validate the
relationship between slot angle and pull-out force.
In order to complete effective testing to measure the slip force and pull-out force for a slot/insert
assembly condition with different parameters, an in-depth experimental approach was designed. For
the testing, the method of manufacturing the test pieces was considered, in order to assess any effects
this may have on the state of the material properties. The assembly of the testing system was also
considered in-depth, in order to provide the most control over the parameters as possible.
The testing approach involved manufacturing a component that represented a section of a slot/insert
assembly condition application. Similar to the modelling approach, it would be impractical and
invaluable in this case to attempt to perform the testing on a complete component. By performing the
testing on only a smaller representative section of the component, it increases repeatability, allowed
more tests to be run, and provided greater control over the parameters. The component for testing
consists of two parts as shown below in Figure 6.1. Part#1 represented a section of the slotted
component, with reinforcement specifically designed to support the outer-most slots, thus producing
conditions which emulate additional adjacent assembly conditions being present. This was referred to as
the slotted test piece. The slotted test piece, contains five slots so that the result could be gained using
an average, thus accounting for any manufacturing inaccuracies within the tolerance of the slots. Part
#2 contains five inserts, joined together at one end. The inserts are 1 mm thicker at the top than the
bottom, making them of isosceles trapezoid shape. This produces a very slight change to the thickness
of the insert as a function of length and allows the interference to be approximated. The simulation
model was run using the geometry of the specimens and the results showed a difference of less than
3 % for the locking force, and even less for the maximum Von Mises stress, so it was concluded that the
slightly altered specimen geometry should not have any significant impact on the results.
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Figure 6.1. Figure showing the test specimen for the Part# 2 inserts (left)
and a section of Part #1 the slotted component (right).

6.2.2

Part Manufacturing

The manufacturing of these parts was done using a Maxiem1515 abrasive waterjet to cut the parts out
of sheet metal. The main advantage of using a water-jet was the precision it offered, due to the process
of using CAD drawings to define the cutting profile. Another advantage was the rapid prototyping
aspect, the water-jet cutter could efficiently cut out the parts while maintaining excellent precision. This
made the testing very repeatable and allowed for more iterations to be completed. Water-jet cutting
does not affect the properties of the material, but the cutting quality selected does determine the
surface finish of the parts. The contact surfaces were on a cutting face of both parts, so the friction
coefficient of the parts depended on the quality of the cut from the water-jet. The Maxiem1515 offers
different qualities of cut, the standard quality for cutting material was used. The standard quality of cut
produces a relatively smooth surface (visibly smooth to the eye), with excellent precision allowing good
repeatability, this enabled strong control of the friction coefficient through the testing. After the parts
were manufactured, measurements were taken using a calliper producing an accuracy of 0.001 mm for
the geometry values, so that the geometries could later be input into the model for comparison.
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6.2.3

Assembling the Test Component

Similar to the method of manufacture, when selecting a method of assembly, it is important to avoid
altering parameters such as the material properties, while also keeping the input conditions as
controlled as possible. In this case it is particularly important to keep the interference as controlled as
possible. For these reasons, a push fit approach was used to assembly the interference fits in the
slot/insert assembly conditions, rather than a shrink fitting approach which would introduce a lot of
uncertainty as well as additional variables.
The setup for assembling the two parts into the testing component is shown in Figure 6.2 below. To
assemble the parts, first the slotted test piece was clamped vertically and the inserts were lined up with
the slots at approximately the mid-point of the length of the inserts. A Tinius Olson testing machine was
used to apply a displacement along the inserts to “force” them into the slots, thereby assembling the
component. Straight, rigid clamps were used to apply the loading so that the inserts experienced
minimal bending. The Tinius Olsen applies a displacement-rate control thus providing an independent
force value. A displacement rate of approximately 4 mm/min was applied, assembling the slots within
the inserts in approximately one minute. By applying the displacement at a slow and controlled rate,
the chance of damaging either of the parts was reduced and better quality interference fits were
produced. Earlier iterations prototyping this method of assembly indicated that when this slower rate of
displacement was used, no visible damage could be noted on the component. When a greater rate of
displacement was applied, such as a rate greater than 10 mm/min, unexpected yielding in the slot that
resulted in imperfect contact, or shearing of material, was noted. Ideally the inserts could have been
pushed into the slots along the length of the insert, however due to the thin geometry of the inserts,
buckling typically occurred under a small amount of loading.
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Figure 6.2. Upper image: showing the experimental set up, with an assembled component, where the
slotted test specimen was clamped and the application of the force that was applied to the inserts to
assemble them within the slots. Lower image: experimental setup before clamping.

The interference level was estimated by measuring the distance from the contact, to the end of the
insert. From this value, the approximate thickness of the insert could be calculated assuming a smooth
transition of thickness through the insert. Interference is an important parameter, and a parameter that
is difficult to measure to a resolution of 1 μm as the model input requires. Because of this, an
interference of approximately 100 μm was targeted to be produced within each of the five slot/insert
assembly conditions. The 100 μm value was determined by considering the effect of interference on
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parameters such as locking force and other parameters affected by interference that were presented in
Chapter 4 (Section 3.2.3.1). As was noted in Chapter 4, once plastic deformation occurs - which happens
at a very low level of interference - the effect of the interference level on the parameters has a much
less significant effect. This fact means that even a 50 % discrepancy in interference level will only have
approximately a 10 % effect on the parameters affected by interference as predicted by the modelling
results in Chapter 4, section 3.2.3.1. The assembled component was again measured using a caliper to
investigate whether any unexpected displacement had occurred at the slots and to ensure a relatively
equal distribution of interference.
6.2.4

Performing the Tests

The component and setup for testing is shown in Figure 6.3, the setup for testing was similar to the
method of assembly. The slotted test piece was again clamped vertically within the Tinius Olsen
machine, this time rotated 180 ° so that a force was applied again to the inserts, but this time in the
direction of pull-out failure. Using the Tinius Olsen machine, a displacement of approximately
5 mm/min was applied to the inserts until they were removed from the slots, during this the force on
the inserts was monitored and recorded alongside the displacement. The maximum value of force
recorded is the slip force.
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Figure 6.3. Upper image showing isometric view of assembled test specimen. Middle image showing top
view of test specimen with testing conditions (fixed at sides, force applied to top surface of inserts).
Lower image (middle image rotated 90 ° about vertical axis) showing the experimental set up, where the
slotted test specimen was clamped and the application of the force on the inserts to cause slip failure.
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6.4

Results and Discussion

The results and discussion for the Stage 1 testing will be presented first, followed by the Stage 2 testing
results and discussion. The Stage 1 tests all consisted of test specimens with a simple rectangular
geometry, and the parameters varied were the thickness and material of both specimens, as well as the
width of the teeth on the slotted specimen.
6.3.1

Stage 1 – testing

Table 6.1 below, shows the details of each test and the measured slip force. Tests 1 – 4 employed
Aluminium 6061-T6 slotted components and inserts, and specimens of two different thicknesses, testing
all combinations of the two thicknesses. Tests 5 and 6 investigate different materials, mild steel C1018
and AISI type 304L stainless steel, for comparisons for the relationship between material properties and
slip force. Test 7 introduces a change in tooth width, while Tests 8 and 9 investigate the relationship
between slip force and a combination of the mild steel and the aluminium, in addition to the effect of a
change in tooth thickness for Test 9.
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Table 6.1. Table showing the stage 1 tests completed, listing the relevant parameters and the resulting slip force measured during testing.

Insert

Slotted Component
Tooth
Thickness

Test

Material

[mm]

Thickness
Material

Thickness

Contact

Slip

[mm]

Area

Force

[mm2]

[N]

[mm]

1 Aluminium 6061-T6

3.1750 Aluminium 6061-T6

3.1750

2

10.1

13872

2 Aluminium 6061-T6

4.7625 Aluminium 6061-T6

4.7625

2

22.7

48336

3 Aluminium 6061-T6

3.1750 Aluminium 6061-T6

4.7625

2

15.1

23328

4 Aluminium 6061-T6

4.7625 Aluminium 6061-T6

3.1750

2

15.1

21792

5 AISI Type 304L Stainless Steel

6.3500 AISI Type 304L Stainless Steel

6.3500

2

40.3

35040

6 Mild Steel C1018

3.1750 Mild Steel C1018

3.1750

2

10.1

14448

7 Mild Steel C1018

3.1750 Mild Steel C1018

3.1750

3

10.1

13584

8 Mild Steel C1018

3.1750 Aluminium 6061-T6

4.7625

2

15.1

17040

9 Aluminium 6061-T6

4.7625 Mild Steel C1018

3.1750

3

15.1

15936
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The results in Table 6.1 provide a general overview of the testing that was completed, but are not
intended to provide insight about the validity of the model. There are, however, some good indications
of trends that were noted in Chapter 4, mainly an increase in slip force with an increase in contact area,
which is expected to be a result of greater clamping force. The slip force values were found from the
peak values within the averaged raw data, this can be found in Appendix C.
In order to better determine the validity of the model from the tests completed, inputs from each test
were used in the ABAQUS model so that a comparison could be made between the slip forces predicted
by the model and the measured values from the tests. The geometry values measured using a caliper
gauge could be used in the model, leaving the material properties, friction coefficients and interference
levels to be determined. As the material types were known, standard values from literature that were
supported by experimental data from the same material source, were used in the model. The material
properties data are included in Table 5.1. Frictional coefficients were sourced from literature, as well as
from some frictional coefficient tests performed using water-jet cut specimens. The frictional coefficient
tests followed a testing approach covered in the ASM Handbook [24]. Both friction coefficient values
are included for comparison. The interference values were estimated to be 100 µm, based on the
contact distance along the length of the inserts, and the slope of the inserts. With values for all of the
relevant inputs, the model was run and comparisons were made between the model values and the
testing values. The results of these comparisons can found in Table 6.2, and are presented in Figure 6.4
and 6.5 below.
Table 6.2. Table showing the slip force values measured as a percentage of slip force values predicted by
the model, to compare the accuracy of the predicted values.

Test

Friction
coefficient
(Literature)

Tested slip
force/model
slip force

Friction
coefficient
(Tested)

Tested slip
force/model
slip force

1
2

1.2
1.2

41%
62%

0.55
0.55

89%
136%

3

1.2

46%

0.55

100%

4

1.2

39%

0.55

85%

5

0.65

46%

0.3

100%

6

0.74

52%

0.35

109%

7

0.74

46%

0.35

98%

8

0.61

55%

0.4

84%

9

0.61

51%

0.4

78%
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Results of Experimental Validation compared to Model
Predictions
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Figure 6.4. Graph presenting the results of the Stage 1 experimental validation plotted against the
predictions from the numerical model. Figure shows an R2 value of 0.8836.

Figure 6.4 shows that the experiments covered a relatively broad range of scenarios, with slip force
values ranging from approximately 600 N to 1800 N, an increase of a factor of 3. The method of least
squares produced a R2 of 0.8836, demonstrating relatively good correlation between the experimental
data and the predicted data. The experimental results Figure 6.5 below shows good precision in the
results with a standard deviation of 7 % and a range of approximately 20 % (using the literature values
for the friction coefficient as an example). Two iterations of each test were completed, Figure 6.4 and
6.5 include bars that show the variation between the two measured values, where the listed slip force
value is the average of the two. The bars show good repeatability in the testing, with the only indication
of a potential anomalous result for the higher value of Test 2. The parameters investigated in the tests
have been varied quite significantly, the result of this can be seen from quite a large range in the tested
slip force values – with the largest measured value being more than 250 % of the smallest. Despite this
variation, the testing results correlate well with the predicted results, as shown by the R2 value of
0.8836. This level of correlation indicates that the model is correctly simulating the effect of the
changes in parameters in the tests.
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Measured slip force as a percentage of predicted
slip force

Graph showing tested values as a percentage of predicted
values and the spread of these results
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Figure 6.5. Graph showing the measured slip force values as a percentage of the predicted slip force
values from the model. The figure demonstrates the tight spread of data with a standard deviation of
7 %, ranging from approximately 40 % - 60 %, demonstrating good correlation as the tests are
significantly different.

To better evaluate the validity of the model using the testing results, the results were plotted against
the relevant parameters, in order to see if the response to the respective parameter changes was the
same as the model results indicated in Chapter 4. Figure 6.6 below shows how the variation in contact
area through the iterations of the aluminium specimen testing (tests 1 – 4), and the effect on the slip
force. A curve was added based on the approximate expectations from the model for comparison. Tests
1, 3 and 4, show good correlation between the predicted trend and the testing results with a coefficient
of 0.991, supporting the significance of contact area and clamping force that was predicted by the
model. The two values measured for Test 2 have a range approximately three times that of the other
tests completed, and falls farther from the predicted value than any other test. If the larger value for
Test 2 (the largest slip force value noted by the error bar at approximately 2750 N) were to be excluded
and only the lower Test 2 value used, the correlation between the predicted and measured curves
would have a much better coefficient of 0.997. The results of this testing supports one of the key trends
from the model, showing a direct relationship between contact area and clamping force as predicted by
the modelling.
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Slip Force for Aluminum Tests with Varying Contact Area
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Figure 6.6. Graph showing how the measured slip force changes with a change in contact area, with a
comparison against the relationship predicted by the model. The aluminium tests correlated to the
predicted values with a coefficient of 0.991, this increased to 0.997 if the larger slip force value was not
included.

Table 6.2 shows that there is some discrepancy between the measured friction coefficients, and the
values found in literature, a factor of two in some cases. The friction coefficient is likely the primary
source of difference between predicted and measured values, as a factor of 2 has a proportional effect
on the resulting slip force. In the case of the interference level, even significant inaccuracies will only
have a small impact on the slip force. The stress-strain properties of the materials are considered to be
relatively accurate, with the values coming from the manufacturer and with data from the same source
of material supporting the values from the manufacturer. The measured friction coefficients indicate
that the waterjet-cut specimens do have friction coefficient values that are significantly lower than the
values found in literature. When using the measured friction coefficients, the model provides good
correlation with the results for the Stage 1 testing (agreement at approximately 90 %). Irrespective of
the accuracy of the friction coefficient values, the precision of the results indicate that the model is
properly predicting the response of each feature investigated, and offers significant value for slot/insert
assembly condition design guidance. The fact that the experimental coefficients are approximately
30 % - 60 % lower than the literature values, and the relatively generic nature of the literature values
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does put more confidence in the directly measured values. The measured friction coefficients used
identical (from the same sheet of metal) material to the test specimens, and also had the same surface
finish, as they were manufactured using the waterjet cutter. The literature friction coefficient values are
relatively generic, with a lack of detail regarding surface finish, and consistently exceed the tested
values. For these reasons more trust should be placed in the measured coefficient of friction values.
Reviewing the model results using the measured friction coefficients indicates that the model is
performing to a relatively high level of accuracy (within approximately 15 %).
6.3.2

Stage 2 - Testing

Stage 2 testing involved investigating two components which had a dove-tail slot/ insert style geometry.
Table 6.3 summarizes the inputs for the two investigations. The slot/insert angles for the two specimens
were 4 ° and 8 °, for both the slots and inserts, these values were selected to represent the range of the
angles modelled, while a manufacturing variation of less than 4 ° was unable to be achieved. For
simplicity only the measured friction coefficient values have been considered for this testing. Stage 1
testing provided confidence in the ability of the model to accurately simulate the conditions at the
slot/insert assembly conditions, and the slip failure modelling. However, up to now, little insight has
been provided regarding the ability to model pull-out failure. Stage 2 testing attempted to produce
results for two different slot angles for comparisons with model predicted values. For the assembly
process of this testing, the inserts were slid vertically within the slots, this was possible because no
interference was present, there was actually clearance. The effect of interference was created during
the pull-out testing. Pull-out failure was initiated using the same method as slip-failure, the only
difference being the different geometry feature of the slot angle. No interference was present, as
interference does not factor into the pull-out force, however, when the force was applied to the inserts,
the effect of interference is simulated due to their being a contact force between the slots/inserts. The
results for the two pull-out tests are shown in Figure 6.7 below. This Figure includes Test 2 for
comparison as a 0 ° slot/insert angle test specimen with the most similar parameters (i.e. material types
and thicknesses).
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Table 6.3. Table showing the inputs used for the Stage 2 testing.
Investigation Slot/insert Slot/insert Friction
angle [°]
material
Coefficient
1

4

Mild Steel

0.74

2

8

Mild Steel

0.74

Comparison of Tested and Predicted Slip Force for Different
Slot Angles
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Figure 6.7. Figure showing the predicted and tested results from the pull-out failure tests for different
slot angles. Measured values are approximately 50 % of the predicted values, the two curves have a
correlation coefficient of 0.996.

Figure 6.7 shows the measured values from the testing, as well as the values predicted by the model.
The values measured are approximately 50 % of the model predictions when compared, with a
coefficient of correlation of 0.996. The trend between the pull-out force and slot angle appears to be
well predicted, with a correlation coefficient of 0.996, but with a lesser magnitude than the results
predicted by the model. The simulation does not incorporate complex material properties that account
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for shear or other destructive material failures such as cracking, however no destructive failures were
noted on the post-testing examinations. The ideal scenario being modelled means that the predicted
value should always be greater than the tested value. Part of the discrepancy of the Stage 2 testing can
be explained by the fixed boundary condition on the slotted component, shown below in Figure 6.8.
When a force is applied to the insert in the negative y direction, the slotted component goes into
tension - this does not happen in practice. That tension causes over-prediction by the model,
accounting for some of the 50 % discrepancy noted. If the fixed boundary condition is removed, and
instead the tooth is fixed along the middle of the tip, as indicated in Figure 6.8, the simulation becomes
much more representative of a practical case. The newly fixed boundary condition better represents
the practical case, because it prevents the additional tension within the slotted component that is not
present in practice. The discrepancy is much less between the newly predicted values, being
approximately 80 %, however there is still a discrepancy.
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Fixed Boundary Condition resulting in over-prediction of Stage 2 testing
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Figure 6.8. Diagrams taken from Figure 3.3, edited to show boundary conditions that result in overpredicting pull-out force, as well as the fixed boundary condition used to under-predict pull-out force.
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Comparison of Tested and Predicted Slip Force for Different Slot
Angles
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Figure 6.9. Figure showing the predicted and tested results from the pull-out failure tests for different
slot/insert angles. Measured values are approximately 80 % of the values predicted after the change of
boundary conditions.

A possible cause for the discrepancy of 20 % could be bending of the inserts, as it was noted that they
could be “twisted” out of the slots by hand, but it required a much larger force to push them out.
Therefore, if some twisting were present due to the loading on the inserts it is likely that this would
reduce the pull-out force measured, but this cannot be confirmed. The extent of the difference
between measured and predicted values offers some insight into what a correction factor may
resemble. This stage of testing still adds a lot of value and confidence into the numerical model as it
supports the general effect of the slot angle on pull-out failure for the slot-angle which is a highly used
geometry feature in all applications of the slot/insert assembly condition. Before this research there
was very little quantitative information about the relationship between slot/insert angle and pull-out
failure.

6.5

Summary and Concluding Statement

The experimental validation that was performed is a robust approach that adds value to many different
aspects of the model, particularly the ones of most significance, such as contact area and slot angle. The
tests performed showed good repeatability, while any areas of inaccuracy, such as the material
properties or the level of interference were quantified to have minimal effect. The friction coefficient
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values, another potential difference between the predicted and measured results, were found through
testing as well as in literature. Overall the experimental results of Stage 1 show that the model is
performing effectively and that the mechanics of the model are accurate. The errors seem to be
primarily due to inaccuracies in the friction coefficients.
For the Stage 2 testing, the measured values are offset below the predicted values. The reason for this
cannot be confirmed, however the source could be either inaccuracy in the model, or the experimental
validation not properly representing the conditions being modelled. Although the pull-out failure
modelling could not be fully validated, the experiment successfully indicated accuracy in the relationship
between the slot/insert angle and pull-out failure.
If it were possible to use a method of testing with a much more controlled level of interference, without
assembling with force fit approach, it is likely that the results would be closer to those predicted.
The experimental validation was mostly successful, particularly in respect to how uncommon
experimental validation is when investigating interference fits. The testing proved to be repeatable
whilst producing results that showed a R2 value of 0.8836 between the measured and predicted results
for Stage 1, and the measured trends correlated well with the predicted trends, showing correlation
coefficients of over 0.99. These facts put confidence in the slip force prediction, this in turn indicates
good confidence in the ability of the model to predict locking force. Locking force is a very important
parameter, and is related to both the level of stresses experienced, as well as the slip force. Stage 2
shows a trend correlation coefficient of 0.996 for the measured and predicted results, this places
confidence in the slot/insert angle and pull-out force trend. The values measured are 50 % smaller than
the predicted values, so this indicates further investigations would be useful, particularly monitoring any
bending motion of the insert through this process.
The result of this validation should give a designer confidence that the research completed can be used
to predict the stress response (to an approximate accuracy of 15 %), in addition to the locking force, to
the same accuracy. The relationships of the design parameters and the defined assessment criteria can
be used to guide the design process for future designs, in a more efficient way than on a trial and error
basis. The investigations have provided an understanding of the trends and relationships between
sensitive parameters related to performance and failure modes. This provides the designer with a
knowledge of which parameters to modify to improve performance and failure resistance, without the
need for a specialized background knowledge.
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Chapter 7 Conclusions

7.1

Overview

A specialized type of interference fit, a slot/insert assembly condition, has been investigated using a
broad approach that examines the effects of all of the notable design parameters. A background
knowledge of interference fits from the relevant literature surrounding specialized slot/insert assembly
conditions was first developed through a literature review. This highlighted the lack of research that
provided any knowledge broadly applicable to a slot/insert assembly condition. To provide insight
where the previous research did not, these objectives were set:
1. To develop a fundamental understanding of the slot/insert assembly condition so as to answer the
following questions:


What are the most sensitive parameters to altering the local resulting stress distribution?



How do those parameters influence the potential/critical modes of failure?

2. To develop analytical design tools that can serve the engineer to optimize slot/insert designs.
In order to achieve these objectives, the five tasks that were defined in Chapter 1 were completed.
Tasks 1 – 4 focused on Objective 1, and task 5, on Objective 2. The tasks completed and conclusions
resulting from this research included:
1. Developing a methodology.
The most effective method of investigating an interference fit was deemed to be to develop a validated
numerical model. Thus a finite element-based numerical model using an accepted code (ABAQUS) was
developed to simulate a slot/insert assembly condition within a generic application. The investigation
methodology developed started with a basic rectangular slot/insert assembly condition geometry that
reduced the number of parameters. With fewer parameters it was possible to develop a fundamental
understanding of the base design parameters and how they influenced the slot/insert assembly
condition. The model was further developed to incorporate higher complexity multi-feature slot/insert
geometries as more typically found in industry. This “incremental” approach proved to be an effective
methodology for developing a fundamental understanding of the basic joint, identifying the
performance and failure potential of multi-featured geometries in a systematic and logical way. This
developed tool and its systematic implementation for the analysis of more complicated slot/insert
investigations is a valuable outcome of this research project.
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In addition to the model development, an experimental validation was carried out to promote
confidence within the numerical model and as a necessary step to make it a viable tool for the research.
Following the investigations using the numerical model, the experimental testing was conducted to
produce results that could be compared to predictions from the model in an attempt to quantify how
accurately the model simulated the physical case. Stage 1 of the testing produced results that
correlated relatively well with the modelling predictions, with an R2 value of 0.88, and a typical accuracy
within 85 %. This Stage 1 testing provided a good level of confidence in the stress predictions, locking
force and slip force aspects of the model. Stage 2 of the testing focused on validating the pull-out
behaviour prediction capabilities of the model, as well as the relationship to slot/insert angle. The
tested and predicted results correlated well with a coefficient of 0.966, adding confidence to the trend
between the slot/insert angle parameter and pull-out failure.
2. Investigating variation in stresses.
The effect of design parameter variations within the slot/insert assembly condition were thoroughly
investigated by using the numerical model. The model was used to quantify the stress response of the
assembly condition when subject to changes in the basic shape, characteristic lengths and levels of
slot/insert interference. The investigations demonstrated that a numerical model, in this case a finite
element model within ABAQUS software, was an efficient and effective way to investigate the slot/insert
assembly condition. Some significant points that were concluded from this task:


The stresses produced in the slot/insert assembly condition can be approximated using the
stress-strain curve for the material used, where the strain value can be approximated from
the interference level and an average of the insert/tooth width. Previously there was no
simple analytical methods to approximate the stresses, it was typically done using complex
numerical models.



The fillet feature does not significantly reduce the maximum Von Mises stress values or the
stress magnification factor (which is relevant to potential fatigue failure). This is extremely
useful, as it may have been assumed that a larger fillet may have some benefit, something
that is often seen in engineering. In the case of a slot/insert assembly condition, minimizing
the fillets (but not removing completely) will improve the performance of the joint by
maintaining greater contact area.



The initial conclusions from the investigation showed that existing curvature (above the
inner radius limit of 75 mm investigated) and the width of the slotted component do not
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significantly affect the conditions within a slot/insert assembly condition (i.e. less than 0.3 %
in stress levels). Throughout the literature there was no clear information about the effect
of curvature or width in these slotted components due to the specialized nature of the
literature. This left the effect of the curvature and slotted component width parameters as
an unknown. Now it has been confirmed that in terms of the stresses within a slot/insert
assembly condition, these two parameters do not have a significant effect on performance
(effects in stress levels greater than 0.3 % are not experienced until the width or curvature
reach values not practical for applications).


A series of slot/insert assembly conditions that have a range of different interference values,
will see the interference distributed in such a way that each of the slot/insert assembly
conditions on a slotted component will experience almost equal interference. With the
interference levels being within 5 % of the average interference value. This effect occurs in
typical scenarios, with the only exception being when there are consecutive slot/insert
assembly conditions with no interference, or clearance. This is highly valuable for the
practical application of the slot/insert condition, in practice the methods of assembling
slot/insert assembly conditions typically produces conditions with a variety of different
interference levels (that depend on the tolerances that exist in the process). Designers now
have a knowledge that if the interference levels are typically above a point where plastic
deformation occurs, then the interference levels will average out well.

3. Assessing the effect.
An assessment criteria was defined to assess how the response of the slot/insert assembly condition
affected the performance of the joint. This criteria provided an understanding of the slot/insert
assembly condition response, based on how it affected the resistance of the joint to common modes of
failure. Some of the most significant findings from the assessments were separated in to the different
failure modes.
Fatigue Failure
A significant effect influencing fatigue failure, is the level of strain induced from interference (a function
of interference level, insert width and tooth width). When the stresses within the slot/insert assembly
condition are approximately 50 % of the yield stress, a peak value of the stress magnification factor was
noted. The stress magnification factor reached a low when the yield stress was exceeded, and remained
relatively constant through any increase in stress. This is an important fact to acknowledge when
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designing against fatigue failure. It shows that in a slot/insert assembly condition, having an
interference level large enough to cause plastic deformation within the joint is beneficial to fatigue
resistance.
Fretting Failure
The contact area in both thickness and length, can significantly improve the fretting failure resistance of
a slot/insert assembly condition. This is due to these two parameters increasing the locking force. What
is also very significant about this, is that increasing the contact area for either of the two parameters has
no negative effect on resistance to other modes of failure. This is particularly valuable for the length of
the contact area, as there was no previous indication as to how the parameter might affect the stresses.
This highlights that the contact length (a function of the slot and insert length) may be the better the
two parameters to increase for contact area, as it will increase the fretting resistance without
significantly increasing component mass. The ability to increase the locking force to this extent offers
great value when designing for resistance to fretting failure. This insight can help to determine
appropriate slot/insert length parameters within an application, to prevent overly conservative
geometries.
Overload Failure
The slot/insert angle proved to be of exceptional importance for resistance to overload failure. This was
some-what understood before this work, however the effect was not quantified as it has been now.
This is very important for determining what magnitude of slot angle is necessary, with this research
indicating that relatively small slot/insert angles (for example 2°) can make a significant difference.
Another important aspect to the slot/insert angle investigation, was determining how the slot/insert
angle feature affected fatigue and fretting resistance. This was also quantified, showing little change to
the fatigue resistance of a design, and a minor decrease in fretting resistance. The trade-off between
fretting resistance and overload resistance was approximated in the form of a simple predictive model,
this allows a designer to understand the relationship between the failure modes. With an
understanding of this relationship, it is much easier to develop a design that is well suited to specific
operating conditions.
4. Formulating simple predictive models.
The findings from the investigations and assessments were used to create a concise analytical approach
to predict the conditions within a slot/insert assembly condition. The predictive models require no
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specialized background knowledge and can be applied very efficiently without the need of
computational power. A significant finding from this task was:
•

Investigating the effect of adding a second geometry feature provided a lot of insight for designing
dual-featured slot/insert assembly conditions. There was no previous information investigating the
two individual features and whether their properties were dependent or independent of the
number of geometry features. From the investigations an analytical calculation has been developed
to predict dual-feature designs. Existing literature investigating designs with multiple geometry
features made no differentiation between the different geometry features, and only considered the
slot/insert assembly condition as a whole. The analytical model provides great insight into how a
second geometry feature will affect the properties of a slot/insert assembly condition, and can be
used with the criteria to greatly improve the failure resistance of a joint, as was demonstrated in the
case studies.
5. Applying the methodology developed.

Two case studies were completed that demonstrated the efficiency and effectiveness of the simple
predictive models. The case studies also highlighted the ability of this research to make this method of
joining a viable alternative to applications that it was not previously. The case studies demonstrate how
the simple models can be used to develop concept designs, and improve them for particular operating
conditions, or greater resistance to particular modes of failure. Some points of significance that were
concluded from the case studies were:


An application using an alternative method of joining (e.g. welding), can easily be redesigned to
function in the same manner while using the slot/insert assembly condition as a method of
joining. This is important because for the slot/insert assembly condition to be considered as an
alternative method of joining it must be relatively simple to justify an investigation. The case
study demonstrates how simple it is to redesign, meaning that designers will be more likely to
consider utilizing the slot/insert assembly condition.



Following on from the previous point, the case studies demonstrate the efficient, almost “rapid”
rate at which concepts for slot/insert assembly conditions can be created, for different
applications and operating conditions. The case studies show that it is possible to significantly
improve a slot/insert assembly condition, with no specialized knowledge of this joint, or the
need extensive resources (computational, time or labor).
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The case studies showed that one of the significant findings from the literature, the fretting
mitigation features could easily be easily included in a slot/insert assembly condition. The use
of the features within the case studies not only demonstrated this ease, but also the fact that
the features have very little negative effect on the performance of the joint, with regards to the
assessment criteria. This is very useful knowledge for considering the design of a slot/insert
assembly condition, and will help to increase the quality of slot/insert assembly conditions in
general.



The case studies act as a guide for future users, and can be used help understand how to
improve slot/insert assembly conditions, or develop initial designs, as a basis for optimization
through prototyping or numerical modelling.

7.2

Future Work

The limitations or concerns with the numerical model provide an area which future work could address.
One important area being the results of the Stage 2 testing values, which were approximately 50 % of
the predicted values. This could be related to the testing process or the numerical model and it would
be useful to conduct some additional testing to help determine the cause of this discrepancy. The
suggested steps to improve limitations and concerns within the model are:


Investigate the discrepancy in predicted and measured values for the stage 2 testing. Try to
monitor the movement of the inserts during displacement and identify if this may be the cause.
It is very important to understand if the discrepancy is due to inaccuracy in the numerical
modelling process or because the testing is not properly representative of the conditions
modelled.



Perform validation testing on test specimens that are scaled up in size. In addition to the
research testing approach, stress analysis techniques could also be attempted to monitor some
stress values as well as stress distributions. Scaling test specimen size would provide a better
environment for the stress analysis techniques and may be an effective way to provide further
validation to the model. Although many parameters, such as geometry sizes and the
interference level, could be scaled, there are some issues that would arise as a result of larger
specimens. Something that cannot be scaled is the material properties, meaning that larger
specimens would have stiffer structures. In addition to this, the forces applied in testing would
have to be scaled, and producing forces of that magnitude could be difficult; particularly
considering that the Tinius Olson almost reached maximum loading during the tests completed.
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With larger loads, stiffer structures and the same material properties, it is much more likely that
other failure modes will occur, and the response of the system to the testing could well be
different. These complexities would require careful consideration and planning before
proceeding with an experimental approach of this type.


Attempt to validate the model using an approach that does not use force fitting, as this can
often create less ideal conditions with effects such as shearing occurring, and making predicting
the interference level very difficult. An alternate method of assembly for the test specimens
may produce results with even greater precision, and could act as another source of data to
draw comparisons with.



Investigate additional dual-feature designs within the numerical model to improve the dualfeature analytical model. The dual-feature analytical calculation was developed from modelling
three scenarios that had a range of different slot/inert angle features. By simulating more
scenarios the dual-feature analytical model could be more representative of the dual-feature
effect that has been noted.

The knowledge developed through the investigations that were completed primarily contributes to the
design stage of a project involving slot/insert assembly conditions. The information provides broad
insights that allow the parameters of a slot/insert assembly condition to be defined using the knowledge
from the investigations and simple predictive models. Another area of focus for future work would be
to further develop the fundamental knowledge of the slot/insert assembly condition, in order to be
applicable to more applications. Some suggestions to achieve this and improve the fundamental
knowledge are:


Investigate the effect of adding more than two geometry features. Designs within gas turbine
blades can be found to have three geometry features, so this would be a useful further
investigation. This could lead to expanding the dual-feature analytical model to incorporate any
number of features.



Investigate different ratios of slot width to slot length, including the effect of slot/insert angle,
so that a larger range of angles (over 8 °) could be investigated. This would make the research
applicable to a larger array of applications. The investigation may also highlight a relationship
between slot length and width ratio.



Consider applications with operating conditions that produce forces/pressures perpendicular to
the slot, this could warrant non-symmetrical designs which is not something that has been
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investigated yet. It is quite typical in slot/insert applications to have complex loading conditions,
so it would be valuable to investigate this further.


Examine an industry case study, where the manufacturing and assembly tolerances will be
considered. Investigate a method to apply the findings from this research, which will aim to
either reduce the assembly tolerance for interference level, or reduce the effect the tolerance
has on the stresses. Knowledge regarding tolerance and slot/insert assembly conditions could
be utilized for the quality control of a component.

7.3

Research Contributions

The tasks completed provide a fundamental knowledge of the slot/insert assembly condition. This is
achieved by identifying the design parameters of most significance, as well as those that have little
effect. The effect of the most significant parameters can be understood with the assessment criteria
developed. This has provided a method to assess and quantify how each design parameter affects the
performance and failure resistance of a slot/insert assembly condition. This fundamental knowledge
has been summarized in a concise and non-specialized manner, by creating a simple, analytical tool for
the predictive modelling of slot/insert assembly conditions.
Interference fits are a well-researched area, as are some specific applications of the slot/insert assembly
condition such as gas turbine blades. The literature covering these two topics that is applicable to a
general slot/insert assembly condition has been identified. In addition to this, the investigations that
were completed provided a broad knowledge of slot/insert assembly conditions that was not specialized
to any one particular application. This is not something that research has focused on before.
The fundamental knowledge of a slot/insert assembly condition is of great value for designing a
slot/insert assembly condition for an application. The understanding of the effects that each parameter
has on each of the assessment criteria can guide the design process. There was no available guidelines
for designing a slot/insert assembly condition previously, and designs would typically mimic common
styles seen in industry, and then apply a trial and error approach for improvement. This research
provides scientific justification behind the effects of each parameter, and assesses how those effects will
impact the failure resistance. The data has proved to translate relatively well to the basic experimental
validation approach conducted. The simple predictive models consisting of analytical tools, have proven
in the case studies conducted to be effective at improving slot/insert assembly condition designs, and
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can be implemented very quickly, within minutes, as oppose to the hours/days that a numerical model
might take.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Model Inputs
Table A.1. Values used for each geometry parameter for the initial, simple rectangular model. Later
model investigations were based around these parameters.
Geometry Parameter
Slot Length
Insert Length
Slot/Insert Width
Tooth Width
Insert Height
Slotted Component Thickness
Slotted Component Width

Size [mm]
4
6
2
2
150
4
30

Material Properties Used in Numerical Modelling
400
350

Stress [MPa]

300
250
200
150
100
50
0
0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

Strain
Aluminum
Brass
AISI 304L Stainless Steel

Figure A.1. Figure showing the material property curves used in the numerical model. Values for the AISI
304L stainless steel were taken from experimental data, while generic values from literature were used
for the other two materials.
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Appendix B: Sensitivity Analysis
A sensitivity analysis was conducted to establish the effect of the mesh size on results from the
numerical model. The model mesh was varied from 0.1 mm to 2 mm. Beyond a refined mesh of 0.3 mm
the changes to the maximum Von Mises stress and the locking force become very small and were
considered to be negligible. For these reasons a mesh size of 0.2 mm was used for the numerical model.
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Figure B.1. Figure showing the sensitivity analysis conducted for the numerical model, investigating a
range of mesh sizes from 0.1 mm to 2 mm. Little variation can be seen in the results for mesh sizes
below 0.3 mm.

Coarser mesh was used further away from the region of contact, as noted in Chapter 3 when discussing
the modelling approach. A sensitivity analysis was conducted for this mesh too, however no change in
either the maximum stress or the locking force was noted with the range of mesh investigated in these
zones.
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Appendix C: Raw Data
This Appendix shows the averaged raw data of the nine tests conducted in Stage 1 and the two tests in Stage 2 of the experimental validation.

Force Applied to Inserts to Cause Displacement over Time
Force Applied to Inserts to Cause Displacement [N]
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Figure C.1. Figure showing the raw data for the Stage 1 tests completed.
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Force Applied to Inserts to Cause Displacement over Time

Force Applied to Inserts to Cause Displacement
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Figure C.2. Figure showing the raw data for the Stage 2 tests completed.
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